Title word cross-reference

(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta) [RHM15]. (E)T0L [CVPS95]. 120
[Mar04]. 2 [HFOB08]. 3
[CLCC10, HFOB08, IRMK12, uRLFH+13, MM99, MGT14, Pel14, RPR11, SVFR15,
SHK10, SE09, SBS15, TG10, VCB08]. 360°
[BFF11]. 4 [Fod06, Mar04]. < [SMFM05]. >
[SMFM05]. 1 [Gom08]. 2
[EK00, HL03, dIVG+06]. \alpha [FK16]. \alpha [Ior00].
\alpha [FK16, LM07]. C[0,1] [JW13]. C^0 [ZG05].
d [RK97]. H [PY00, SDÔ+12]. k
[CT08b, KKB12, NNT16, VJTJ07, ZZ00]. N
[Hon97, CT08b, Gon06, Ior00, PGT09].
O(\sqrt{n}) [CE06]. \tilde{P}
[Alh04, BG04, CG04, CFSC04, FF04, Fon00,
HNP98, IS04, Lan10, LZX04, MVPP02,
PI04, PY00, Pau07, PJRC04, PP99]. \{p, q\}

-algebraic [Hon97]. -Boxes [ZZ00]. -cell
[Mar04]. -completeness [Lan10].
-Confidence [SDÔ+12]. -decomposition
[YS05]. -Depletion [GHNT97]. -families
[FK16]. -GD-Sat [VJTJ07]. -norm [DG07].
-out-of- [CT08b]. -Person [PGT09]. -SAT
[MM99]. -Selective [HNP98]. -Social
[RHM15]. -Stable [NM07]. -Systems
[PP99]. -th [RK97]. -th-Order [ZZ00].
-Time [Fon00]. -valued [Ior00].

.NET [MI04, MABS05].

'01 [TM01a, TM01b]. '02 [TM02a, TM02b].
'03 [Toc03].
1. [RS01a]. 2.0 [PLSF08]. 10th [BdVG06].
11th [BM07]. 1394 [MS00]. 1st [CMZZ07].

2. [RS01b]. 2.0 [BC11, BARR09, BRW03, GL11d, KR11,
PCLCC11, PLSF08, SC14, vZdH12]. 2000 [EGG+01].

5.0 [IdFC05].
60th [CSY02b, CI05]. 65th [CSZ07].
7. [LKB+02, SAKAM11]. 7th [IFd03].
802.11 [YLW+14]. 8th [Lin04b].
9th [ML05].

= [Gaß09].

AAL [HBFV13]. Abilities [Ozd13].
Absence [Kri97]. Absorptive [MRP14].
Abstract [Ara97, BG97, Boe97c, BRS00b, BG01, BS01,
BP08, DDG97, DGL03, GR08, GK97, GS97,
Kir09, OL08, SA97, Sch09a, STW09, Sch01c,
SV08, SN01, WTA01, Win97b, ZSK09].
Abstraction [Aic01, DSLO04, SMSdB05].
Abstractions [For07]. Abstracts [SSS12].
Academia [GGP08b, LMA+12, SND04].
Academic [CM09, DL15, MC07].
Accelerate [AH04]. Acceleration [LL97].
Accelerometer [PS12]. Acceptance [HGIJCPPM11, KRO13, MX05, TTB13].
Accepting [DMM07, MVM00]. Access [ASW+03, BBPSNG97, CCM09, GMP+13,
Gütt08, Her09, Hul08, LPP96, MM07, MP09,
NML09, NOGG+13, STVT07, SSV02,
XMLC13, dLH08]. Accessibility [BSP+13, CSAC+15, DDM13, GMP+13,
Kim10, LN08, Poo03]. Accessible
[ASHH+16, AV08, BRAS+12, CMM14,
GGMM+13, SGLM16, WCH14]. according
[IGS08]. Accumulation [CDCH09].
Accuracy [GOM+13, NO98, TNRGCP+13].
Accurate [LS05, RSW04, SHK10, DMM695].
Achievements [Kari13, MM15]. Achieving
[BV07, GL11a, HBFV13, MS07]. ACIS
[CMZZ07]. Acknowledgment [GPCZ+13].
ACO [JNdMM12]. ACO-based
[JNdMM12]. Acoustic [URLFH13].
Acquisition [ARS16, SKHK14]. across
[AY12, HM08, HLNA+12, KHL12].
Action [Ara03, BM13, CM03, DL15,
MCM07, MMD12, YMP08]. Actions
[BBP08, Kri97, MS07]. Activation
[RMGCGCF08, TL11]. Active
[AGG+08, HM00, P04, Pos98]. ActiveTM
[MB09]. Activities [CRLNAR05, CJH12,
DBAB12, FMA+05, GPCZ+13, Güt08,
HLNA+12, HG11, IMR+12]. Activity
[AGO+13, DBBS08, Dus05, GVRT+10,
OCW13, SA14]. Activity-Aware
[GVRT+10]. Activity-Based [Dus05].
Actor [DF05, SK13, SdBM05]. Acts
[DBGM08]. Acute [Faz06]. Acyclic
[Wat02]. Ad
[EMZB14, HHHX09, HJZ07, KJ05, LKK08,
NPO8, VVM+06, CD+06]. Ad-Hoc
[KJ05, NOP08, VVM+06, CD+06].
Adaptability [FSELC13]. Adaptable
[CC08b, FSELC13, VAH07]. Adaptation
[AMA+14, CSC08, CMP08, CCP11,
GHHE+08, IS10, Kel08, KJSK14, LSG+14,
MCG14, ONRV08, PRCRARLN10,
PTNMC08, PB04, SB05]. Adapted
[SBPR15]. Adapting [CGLdMAC14,
GRCGK14, PLSF08, SB08]. Adaptive
[ARS16, BGP08, BS08, BS09, CL95, CM98,
CC08b, CCS10, COBP+14, DB03, EDA14,
Fl04, GDW10, GBCA12, GRGPL08,
GSZ15, GSK08, GSBFPK10, HM08].
HC08, HBFV13, JP07, KHW03, LGAP11, LT13, MP10, NdMM12, NS05, Ret08a, SBGI14, SSAB+13, SMCC10, SZZM10, TLJ11, ZSG14, dG15. Adders [RK97].
Adding [CM00, HC08]. Additional [Ano07, Tak06]. Additive [Ano07, Tak06].
Address [BAML07]. Addressing [TT98]. ADDS [SFVFMIN04].
Address [BAML07]. Addressing [TT98]. ADDS [SFVFMIN04].
ADDS [SFVFMN04]. Adjoint [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
AdText 1
Adders [RK97]. Adding [CM00, HC08]. Additional [Ano07, Tak06]. Additive [Ano07, Tak06].
Address [BAML07]. Addressing [TT98]. ADDS [SFVFMIN04].
Address [BAML07]. Addressing [TT98]. ADDS [SFVFMIN04].
ADDS [SFVFMN04]. Adjoint [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Adposition [BAML07]. Adjoining [TT98]. ADDS [SFVFMIN04].
Adposition [BAML07]. Adjoining [TT98]. ADDS [SFVFMIN04].
ADDS [SFVFMN04]. Adjoint [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].
Addition [BD05, JMP06]. Administration [SBGI14].
Admissible [Mul00]. Adoption [BS12a, BARR09, TTB13, vBK08].

Agents [ABPS95, BBGV07, CO08, Dud08, GRGN13, JRR16, Kat05, ML02, MTK97, VO02].
Aggregation [BQBW03, GH08, LGAP11, LT09]. Agile [LULGFC13, SFP12]. Aging [Coo06].
Agreement [CT08a, Rad14]. Aided [CLCC10, Reb96]. Air [HA13]. Airborne [RMZ15].
Afghan [GRG13, Yan05]. Algebra [BB08a, DLL14, Hav05, Mar98, RBB06, Tru10]. Algebraic [ACA+16, DF00, GMB08, Hon96, Kud99, MJ13, Pop98, Ste09, Hon97]. algebraicness [Hon99]. Algebras [BB10a, Cet00, CBO05, GL00, GK13, Ior00, Ior07, JWR01, KSU02, Rat00, Sp05].
Algorithm [AC05, AK09, AR95, BGW96, BM11, CT04, CE06, CW09, CW00, DXZL07, DL99, EACCFK13, Gir05, GGS08, GCC16, GCVSPGP07, Gra98, HKK13, HHH+02, HT06, HCK11, JS16, KP4F06, LLL99, LVV10, LWG14, LHC+13, LD06, LA07, NAK08, NZM09, NOSB0, OFCB08, PB14, PBTW07, PKSR09, PP95, QZ07, QGT+14, RHM15, RS00, SBGI14, SESMT10, Sar05, SH09, TIL08, TWW07, TLJ11, WHCL09, WXZL15, Wat02, YS05, ZHH+12, dSLMW08, DMM95]. Algorithmic [Cal96b, Cha05, Mar06a, Mar96, Sve96].
Algorithms [AHT09, AT10b, And97, Bai12, BMM+09, BCC+06, BMV12, BC16, BCS15, CAGMPGdAS13, CAJ06, CS02, DT07, EC00, FOSS99, GY909, HJ00, Hem06, JNMM12, LdSM08, MS01, PTO+12, PKP08, Pav95, QQ11, RR06b, SKP08, SWY09, UDC97, VF11]. Alias [Ni03].
Align [KM10]. Align [LAAPVGM15, SMV08]. Aligned [HLS15]. Aligning [MKI+12]. Alignment [dLMVG13, RVC12, Wolo99a, Wolo99b, Wolo00]. Alleviate [BD00]. Allocation [AAM14, CAS+13, PKP08, Ste95, VUT+08]. Allocators [DM10]. Almost
Alternatives  

Alpha  [BCM12, Dru06, Gup01, BCNR07, CCHdCN08, GD14].

Amalgamation  [IAS16].

Ambiguity  [vZG11].

America  [Lin11b].

American  [GCG08].

AmI  [FG10, dIVG +06].

Among  [Jun10c, BR03, HKKvP08, KCK10, Pel14, PMP02, YYZ +09].

Amplification  [LZLW13].

Amplitude  [Svo95].

Analog  [IS10, WZC07].

Analysing  [BS12a, Faz06, Fod06, GMK05].

Analysis  [AA16a, AGMT10, AGA12, ASAAASJ16, AdGCD +15, BHK10, Ber10, BDhKB09, Bör0, BISZ08, BCR09, CBRH12, CWTT11, CKPK13, CLCO, Cla05, DH10b, DT07, DJJN09, DBAB12, ESM08, EHEH05, FF08, FBCMR15, FP06, GSW04, HSD +14, IO04, JL16, KSK +16, KL02, KK13b, Kim10, Krä08, KL09a, La04, LRR04, LKHL09, LCC09, LL12, LLL16, MSSF15, MG14, MF04, ND08, OMO10, PA12, PRAT09, PCKJ11, PS12, PO04, Puc10, RS0, SKSN07, Sh11, SSS12, SR1, SK04, TCK +01, TCW12, VF09, VSGP05, VBO08, WKSD +11, ZTN +15, ZBKK12].

Analytical  [TBVRGLD15].

Analytics  [CRB15, DL15, EKW +15, GXC +15, LN1 +15, OAR +14, PJ15, RLMS13, VKW15, dIFPHB15].

Analyzing  [BDN05, BvdTV09, CFMP15, CSA10, KKK16, MM08, Ru01, TB16, dCH11, dH00].

Angles  [GD11].

Animated  [DCR +07].

Announcing  [LMO04].

Annealing  [FSSPL +13].

Applying  [BDGFMT14, CMSE09, FML13, GR02, HB00, HCWA03, Hor04, KKT16, LULGC13, MLHCGB16, MHH98, RRR10, VBVHdSL12].

Approach  [AGMT10, Ae01, ASAAASJ16, ALHM +14, Ad011, APDC08, ACP06, BGMR +16, BM011, BdS13, BBC02, BS08, C09].

[AP09, dTU04].

Alpha  [BCM12, Dru06, Gup01, BCNR07, CCHdCN08, GD14].

Alternative  [MM98].

Alternating  [Dru06, GB96, Gup01].

Alternatives  [KCK10].

Amalgamation  [IAS16].

Ambiguity  [vZG11].

America  [Lin11b].

American  [GCG08].

AmI  [FG10, dIVG +06].

Among  [Jun10c, BR03, HKKvP08, KCK10, Pel14, PMP02, YYY +09].

Amplification  [LZLW13].

Amplitude  [Svo95].

Analog  [IS10, WZC07].

Analysing  [BS12a, Faz06, Fod06, GMK05].

Analysis  [AA16a, AGMT10, AGA12, ASAAASJ16, AdGCD +15, BHK10, Ber10, BDhKB09, Bör0, BISZ08, BCR09, CBRH12, CWTT11, CKPK13, CLCO, Cla05, DH10b, DT07, DJJN09, DBAB12, ESM08, EHEH05, FF08, FBCMR15, FP06, GSW04, HSD +14, IO04, JL16, KSK +16, KL02, KK13b, Kim10, Krä08, KL09a, La04, LRR04, LKHL09, LCC09, LL12, LLL16, MSSF15, MG14, MF04, ND08, OMO10, PA12, PRAT09, PCKJ11, PS12, PO04, Puc10, RS0, SKSN07, Sh11, SSS12, SR1, SK04, TCK +01, TCW12, VF09, VSGP05, VBO08, WKSD +11, ZTN +15, ZBKK12].

Analytical  [TBVRGLD15].

Analytics  [CRB15, DL15, EKW +15, GXC +15, LN1 +15, OAR +14, PJ15, RLMS13, VKW15, dIFPHB15].

Analyzing  [BDN05, BvdTV09, CFMP15, CSA10, KKK16, MM08, Ru01, TB16, dCH11, dH00].

Android  [JL16].

Angles  [GD11].

Animated  [DCR +07].

Announcing  [LMO04].

Annealing  [FSSPL +13].

Applying  [BDGFMT14, CMSE09, FML13, GR02, HB00, HCWA03, Hor04, KKT16, LULGC13, MLHCGB16, MHH98, RRR10, VBVHdSL12].

Approach  [AGMT10, Ae01, ASAAASJ16, ALHM +14, Ad011, APDC08, ACP06, BGMR +16, BM011, BdS13, BBC02, BS08, C09].

[AP09, dTU04].

Alpha  [BCM12, Dru06, Gup01, BCNR07, CCHdCN08, GD14].

Alternative  [MM98].

Alternating  [Dru06, Gup01].

Alternatives  [KCK10].

Amalgamation  [IAS16].

Ambiguity  [vZG11].

America  [Lin11b].

American  [GCG08].

AmI  [FG10, dIVG +06].

Among  [Jun10c, BR03, HKKvP08, KCK10, Pel14, PMP02, YYY +09].

Amplification  [LZLW13].

Amplitude  [Svo95].

Analog  [IS10, WZC07].

Analysing  [BS12a, Faz06, Fod06, GMK05].

Analysis  [AA16a, AGMT10, AGA12, ASAAASJ16, AdGCD +15, BHK10, Ber10, BDhKB09, Bör0, BISZ08, BCR09, CBRH12, CWTT11, CKPK13, CLCO, Cla05, DH10b, DT07, DJJN09, DBAB12, ESM08, EHEH05, FF08, FBCMR15, FP06, GSW04, HSD +14, IO04, JL16, KSK +16, KL02, KK13b, Kim10, Krä08, KL09a, La04, LRR04, LKHL09, LCC09, LL12, LLL16, MSSF15, MG14, MF04, ND08, OMO10, PA12, PRAT09, PCKJ11, PS12, PO04, Puc10, RS0, SKSN07, Sh11, SSS12, SR1, SK04, TCK +01, TCW12, VF09, VSGP05, VBO08, WKSD +11, ZTN +15, ZBKK12].

Analytical  [TBVRGLD15].

Analytics  [CRB15, DL15, EKW +15, GXC +15, LN1 +15, OAR +14, PJ15, RLMS13, VKW15, dIFPHB15].

Analyzing  [BDN05, BvdTV09, CFMP15, CSA10, KKK16, MM08, Ru01, TB16, dCH11, dH00].

Android  [GD11].

Animated  [DPR +07].

Announcing  [LMO04].

Annealing  [FSSPL +13].

Applying  [BDGFMT14, CMSE09, FML13, GR02, HB00, HCWA03, Hor04, KKT16, LULGC13, MLHCGB16, MHH98, RRR10, VBVHdSL12].

Approach  [AGMT10, Ae01, ASAAASJ16, ALHM +14, Ad011, APDC08, ACP06, BGMR +16, BM011, BdS13, BBC02, BS08, C09].
BHC05, BHS+06, BM11, BMMM14, CGF09, CRMLN+07, CRB15, CS10, CRB+05, CTM10, CLC04, CS14, CS09, CG09, CDD+03, CDD+04, CP01, DM07, DXZL07, Dus05, EDA14, FGB+14, FW11, FAT+13, FBSEG15, Fro02, GDW10, GLCV08, GV00, GAMP10, HCB15, HMW08, HH03, HAI13, JBB+10, KDB07, KHN99, Kng03, KDKDN08, KP00, KMN16, LGAP11, La04, LCHD12, LVS10, LPSF10, LW09, MYCA11, MA12, MYC14, MM98, Mar06a, MG14, MOS+13, MDY10, MS05, MAVF10, Nag06, NV12, NG09, OCW13, OB09, PTO+12, PS09, PMLL09, PCKJ11, PCLT15, PR11, RMT09, RRGR15, RGHH97, SR10, dPSZPVL+16, SSAB+13, SBPR15, SW04, SFVFM04, SMV08, SVV10, Tar12, TE06.

Approach
[Tra13, URC+13, VJO9, WK05, XMZL10, ZWH10, ZG97, DOBGH+14, v005].

Approaches [ARQ14, CCHdCN08, GD14, G0M+13, G99, G998, HLHD+07, KJJS14, MLX10, XLMR10].

Approximation [FZ00].

Approximate
[AHT09, And96, CNQ04, DMS05, Fen95b, KKB12, KHN99, Rat00].

Approximating [GD14].

Approximation [DXZL07, GH08, NR08b].

Approximations [Ang98].

Arabic
[OEK16].

APS [Dud08].

APT [CCYK15].

Arabic
[ASAAASJ16, AZMA15, BZA08, DA13].

Arbiters [DM10].

Architecture
[DSLO04, JST11, PF11, PR06].

Architecture
[BGK02, BDGFM14, BEH+05, CJP+07, DRRG10, dAF107, For97, GVRT+10, GPL13, GS06, HMB09, HMW08, IM+12, Kap95, KAG00, KCKL10, LGMM+13, LKS08, LSG+14, MJJS12, MPP+16, MK12, NBGS06, Oli12, PaCdTR06, Riz15, RGPK15, SMGMT09, SW04, TN09, TSCY01, VC13, WZC07, ZAB+08].

Architectures [AFL08, ACL95, BP09, ESM08, FKO14, GG08, GFL12, GN00, HM09, JGM+13, MN00, OMO10, PRCCS13, POB11a, RVW07, RdL08, W009, dAO13].

Archives [ASW+03, LKMS08, Wac02].

Archiving [CS03].

Areas [CSZ07].

Argumentation
[AT13, PGT09].

Ariadne [SD97].

ARIES
[Kr09].

ARIES-based [K09].

Arithmetic
[AG0+13, AR01, CC96, LS95, Mar95, Men02, NK95, Po95].

ARLearn
[TKK+12].

ARM [TTB09].

Armed [Pet09].

arranged [Oli01].

Array [VTRN12].

Arrhythmias [ZH+06].

Arrow [MTK97].

Art [HSR10, Toc02, Toc04].

Artefact
[NdCFB08].

Artefacts [dMTS+14].

Articulation
[JL09].

Artificial
[CAGMPdAS13, LHZ12, PA12, V12, YLL+07].

Arts [SVF15].

ASCII
[He96].

ASIPs [GH04].

ASM
[Boe97b, Bo02, EGG01, GR01, Mea07, Sch01a, Sch08a, ZG97].

ASM-Approach
[ZG97].

ASM-Based
[GR01].

ASMs
[AFL08, BM97, Str97].

Aspect
[ASAASJ16, APDC08, CBBT07, FRD14, LRS+11, MSA13, MDO+09, PTNMC08, PRCCS13, PF11, P03, Tan08, URG+13, VM13].

Aspect-Based
[ASAASJ16].

Aspect-Oriented
[LRS+11, MDO+09, PTNMC08, PRCCS13, PF11, URG+13, MSA13].

AspectJ
[ARRB14, DB03, FR04, PHPP06, RMM+08, TT08].

AspectJ-based
[ARRB14].

AspectLua
[BV07, CBF05].

Aspects
[AFK01, BGA10, BY97, CPHC11, FJP06, HL96, KMM14, dOMdAL+08, Man97, PHJ+08, Rad14, Ric05, SJ09, TF09, ZD09].

Assembling
[CMZ07].

Assertive
[CBR+05].

Assessing
[BCM12, Cam98, CE11, JBB+10, LdMS08, MFM+13, MM15].

Assessment
[ARS16, Aim98, Car98b, CdSCSSA16, GXC+15, HCB15, HLS15, MMHGR15, HAI13, Hop98, LRB16, LLMPFV14, LLSA13, Ma12, NKS+09].
Assessments [HSFE12]. Assigned [GYY09].

Assignments [Ist07, SWY09].

Assimilation [NH06]. Assistance [Coo06, TAL08, VK03, ZHG+06]. Assistant [LV95, PT13]. Assistance [Coo06, TAL08, VK03, ZHG+06]. Assistant [LV95, PT13].

Assistants [PT09]. Assisted [Bic15, FGS98, HB13, dIdSGZ10]. Assisting [GVRT+10, GFT09]. Associate [WZZ+09].

Association [AK09, GAMP10, NNT16, VTMH16]. Associative [OP15, SKH+10]. Assurance [ATSJ05, PB05]. Astrocyte [Pau07].

Astrocyte-Like [Pau07]. Asymptotic [Leu07]. Asynchronous [BMV12, Bur05, GÁVCNC14, GFB08, Kri97, MR005, Tddd03]. AT-HOME [vZdlH12]. Athens [MRK+98]. ATM [HHH+02]. Atomic [ES05, FF07, MM06, JLRW05].

Atomicity [AC05, BJ05a, BJ05b, Bur05, CJ07, Kie05a, MSM07, MR05]. Attachment [QF12]. Attack [ABAL09, Che09, CCYK15, Yan05]. Attributed [PF11, Yon11, Zgr07]. Attribution [KK01]. Auctions [BB08a].

Audio [HPE14]. Audiovisual [ASW+03]. Auditing [LCPD15, GMP+13]. Augmented [BBIC13, CJP+07].

Augmented [CS07, DLL16, Dák13, GHO10, HFIBJ13, HBFPV13, KH12, MCMMAP+14, TKK+12].

AULA [PMR08, SMFM05]. Authentication [AP09, BR97, BDhKB09, HLCL11, NLLJ12, Shi11, Vle14, WLLL09].

Author [POJB08]. Authoring [AGG+08, CC08b, CCS10, DDSS05, FMA+05, GDW10, GSPK08, GSMBFPK10, HC08, IRMK12, MOMGSRFM07, OCB+10, OB95, PRCRARLN10, SMMC10, Ste08].

Authority [ZQQ15]. Authorization [SWY09]. Auto [KM07]. AutoCAD [GL11a]. Autoconfiguration [BAML07].

Automata [AT10a, BC16, BVZH09, CL97, CS00, CS02b, CFJS15, Ch05, CR07, CV99, Dr06, Géc02, Kar02, MM99, Mar00b, MK99, Mat99, Sal02, STW09, SSSS10, Wat02].

Automata-Defined [STW09]. Automated [BGP07, CISCSSA16, CWTT11, CDD+07, CCP08, LMP0114, MK12, Kie02, Rus07, SMSb05, vKL04]. Automatic [AG06, AP05, BQBW03, Cer97, CCHdCN08, GR01, GVL03, GSS08, GSS09, Gt05, HC08, OHYJ16, QF12,QL12, RMGT09, SBCJ03, Vle14, dTU04, GHHE+08].

Automatically [BGBA10, GMB11, PTL+09, SS03].

Automating [DBAB12]. Automation [CJO+13, GX+15, MPR+08, NU05].

Automaton [BAPG03, MSSY95].

Automorphism [Har00]. Autonomic [ZDE14]. Autonomous [CBR+05, NH09, SM02b]. Avalanche [ZZ95]. Avatar [AT07]. Avatar-based [AT07]. Average [DL09]. Avoidance [GG08, Gao04, HCH+09]. Award [NH03].

Aware [AWGS04, CCP11, DMC14, EDA14, FKB+15, FWTT11, FAT+13, GVRT+10, GO14, JKL0b, Jun10c, LPSF10, LS10, LGP010, OOHs06, SGH14, SW04, SMM11, SKS09, SLJC08, SMP++11, TSE+15, VVM+06, WLT114, AGG+08, GKK05, HCB15, Sat10, TGLP10, VDLG10].

Awareness [DLL16, GRCGK14, HBFV13, IS10, MDO+09, MNDRF10, WP03].

Axiomatic [Go05, KCK10].

Axiomatization [DOM10].
JJ12, LAHZ15, Ram01, SBAZ11, SMV08, SL05, WL13. Business-driven [CBX12].
BYOD [HPE14]. Bytecode [MI05].

C [GCVRSPGP07, Mea97, MI07, Obi01, Puc10, Sch01c, dOJLC+07]. Cache
[BS06, KAG00, WTA01]. Caching
[HJZ07, KP95, NAK08]. Calculating
[SL16]. Calculation [RB06, SP16].
Calculus [SAB99]. Calculus
[Aic01, BBP95, Bar03, CSF99, CD13, Kri97, Poo03, PS04, CRO06]. Call
[An07, RKJ16, TKSL05]. Call-Centre
[TKSL05]. Camera
[BSB09, CDR13, Lim09, TG10, VPF09]. Camera-Based
[Lim09, VPF09]. Camera-Captured
[BB09]. CAMMD
[OHSH06]. Campus
[DBB13, PGSM14, YKD+08]. Can
[CS04, GMP+13, KSdV09, LM01]. Canetti
[HK15]. Canonical
[BB10a, Ish00]. Cantor
[Her97]. Capabilities
[GRHM15, JFL13]. Capability [SS15].
Capacity [MRP14, YLV+14]. Capital
[CNRM03, CFPsdAS12, KL02, Liy02, Pre04, Vie03]. CAPTCHA
[SSS06]. Capture
[TWH00]. Captured [BSB09]. Capturing
[BSR00b, dFBNG+14, GMK05, MS10, PEPP08]. Card
[BH14, Kim12]. Cardiac
[ZHG+06]. Cardiovascular
[SAB+13]. Care
[GK06, HB13, dJSDGZ10, JFL13]. Caring
[BE11]. Case
[AC05, AR01, BS12a, BB08b, BS03, BU13, Bi15, BDM15, BRS00b, BG00a, BG00b, Bor07, Bur05, CGLdMAC14, CM07, CMSE09, CBG04, DTK09, DRA+04, DA13, DKD+13, DL99, DGBM08, DBAB12, GB03, GP+12a, GRCGK14, HA10, HB00, HLK09b, JV11, KCK10, KW10, KP00, uRFH+13, LR04, LNM103, LA03a, LULGFC13, MTB+08, MRK+98, MM03, Mat04, MT99, MRP14, MV15, MS11, MP06, PMR00, PGSM14, PGDD15, QZB+00, RH10, Rah99, RF12, RAS15, SGLM16, SLD+16, SA97, SZWdP14, SF00, Ste00, Str97, TWH00, TT09, TX08, VRGBP05, VdR09, WL13, CM09].
Case-Based
[BS03, GB30, LNML03].
Case-Study
[WL13]. Cases
[dFBNG+14, Dor95, LSX12, VdR09]. Catalog
[VRSL13]. Catalogue [MRGF14].
Catalytic
[NXSA12]. Catalytic-Like
[NXSA12]. Categorical
[MS10]. Categories
[GL800]. Categorisation
[ADS98]. Categorization
[Yan05].
Category
[WZZ10]. Catenation
[Sal01]. CAUCE
[TGLP10]. Cauchy
[Nag06]. Causality
[KL09b, Zou06]. Caused
[Goon02]. CAVIAR
[MP10]. CBR
[Hef04]. CC
[CGD+12]. CC-LO
[CGD+12]. CCSL
[RTJ01]. CDN
[NAK08]. CE
[Hul08]. Ceilings
[Fun96]. Cell
[Mea97, WZC07, Mar04]. Cells
[ML15]. Cellular
[BvZH09, Cha05, MM99, Mar00b]. Center
[PB14, TLJ11]. Centered
[CIM14, KDO2]. Centrality
[Jun08]. Centralization
[BZC04]. centralized
[MSA13]. Centre
[TKL05]. Century
[KM01]. Ceramic
[ACR11]. Cerebellar
[JL09]. CERIF
[LLC13]. Certificate
[WM09]. Certificate-based
[WM09]. Certificateless
[HLC08]. Certified
[NZCG05]. CETL
[MC07]. Chain
[ACR11, PPJ08, SKS09]. Chainable
[IJ09]. Chains
[Ric05]. Chaîne
[CG96a, CN97, Gro00, SM96]. Challenge
[CGD12]. Mat02, RBB06, WB07].
Challenges
[ABM+06, BPS011, BPS11, BAR06, BRO08, Bu01, CRC04, GPA08, Hop98, KA97, Lin11a, MR12, RBLR02, RSM12, RA06, YSP09]. Change
[ABAL09, DBBS08, Dicel0, SA14].
Changeable
[JS16]. Changes
[LSS05, NP06]. Channel
[AC+16, YLV+14]. Channels
[WLKW11]. Chaos
[FFK04]. Chaotic
[NWX09]. Character
[CH07, TJ15]. Characterisation
[BH+08, SS09a, Zou06]. Characteristics
[AFJK09, GCC16].
[TJ15], COCV [KZ03]. Code
[CCYK15, Dor07, FKO14, FBCMR15, Fra98, 
HSFE12, dJSJM14, KR03a, LDPK+14, 
Mea97, NI03, Raj07]. Codes [ACA+16, 
BSH99, CR97, DLR97, Feni5, Gün96, 
GHNT97, IDS02, RMGT09, VSGP05].
Codifiable [AMVM01]. Coding
[ACA+16, CS05b, LLYC12, MS03].
Coequalisers [Pal05]. Coercing
[Ban97b]. Coercion [DRS06].
Coequalisers [Pal05]. Coercing
[Ban97b]. Coercion [DRS06].

(continued)
MNS$^{+12}$, MN96, PF15, PD99, Pop95, RB08, SHH10, SCS13, SAA08, SRRO4, Vai00, VV06, VAS05, WLKW11, YLL$^{+07}$. Computer-Based [Dvo00, DSR03, KNLS00, SRR04, Cam98].


Concatenation [DDS10]. Concept [APM04, CL95, CR04, CJ07, GSW04, HM00, HSD$^{+14}$, LSXI2, dLMVG13, Mau96a, PD04, PO04, RS02, RN03, SW13, YX10]. Concepts [GR02, GBHA12, MLHCGB16, TD96, Tom95]. Conceptual [AHPSCDK14, Arr07, BGBA10, dMBHR15, Bor07, CXB12, DT12, FGSW14, FL14, KS10, KBN14, Ma10, MSTW12, MS05, OP15, SLJC08, Sk100, Tha10, VO10]. Conceptualization [DDS10]. Concerns [CRMLN$^{+07}$, NSFVH05].


Constraints [Sal02, Sk08]. Constrained [CS10, CT04, Str97, NOGG$^{+13}$]. Constraint [ABPS95, BD06, Fal10, FH06, Ist07, PRW95, Rat00, RVW07]. Constraints [BR03, CVM11, CS10, DS03, Dru06, KBN14, LEC11, LWL10, PLBG13, RRB03]. Construct [RKR10]. Constructed [Her09, KPV$^{+11}$, ZD09]. Constructing [DT07, GLD$^{+12}$, RS05, Wat02, ZZ96]. Construction [AC05, AK05, CCHdCN08, GÅVCNC14, HSSM$^{+04}$, Ish00, LS06, RMF$^{+98}$, RS00, Shn97, Thi00, TSH11, VSGP05, YWD08, ZG97]. Constructions [CD13]. Constructive [Bar05, BB10a, Ber05, BB10b, Ber10, BY97, BH08, Cla05, CS05a, Ish97, Krä98, Le09, Mac01, Mos05, Rat05, Ric05, SH06, Spi05, vP05]. Constructively [BB09, Sch05b].
Constructivist [MHLB12].
Constructivity [CI05, Ste96]. Constructor [GFO12]. Constructor-based [GFO12].
Consume [KM06]. Consumer [CBRH12, KKTT16]. Contained [DOS95].
PRBLAP +13, PD10, PCLT15, PS12, RHMI5, RC07, RRM +12, RA06, RJB10, SA10, SVK +15, SRBC03, SHZ +10, SDLM14, STBFM09, SS15, SV10, Suz06, TFMDM10, TL11, Tra13, VAS05, VGAPGS +15, VBB13, VTHM16, WC09, WXXL05, XNKG15, ZSK09, Zim01, dH04, LKB +02, JCB15, LAHZ +15, TBVRLD15, VPB15, YMA15.

Data-Dependent [RC07]. Data-Intensive [BCM08]. Data-on-Tag [dIdSGZ10]. Data-oriented [Ada06].


Defeasible [PGT09]. Defence [CCYK15]. Define [dMBHR15]. Defined [Hon95, IDS02, STW09, PRB +11]. Defining [BST09, DGBM08, KWH03, KAM03, MM06, MHLB12, PLBG13, RGP10, dOBGH +14].


Design [ACR11, ARS16, Aic01, AHPSCKD14, ACM16, ARS +08, AS07, Ban96, BHH +06, BHRS03, BGP08, BCC +06, BvdTV09, Bör02, BJMBA15, BTD +07, BJ05a, BQV14, CVM11, CMM01, CFMP15, CLC09, DM10, EHEH05, FZAP13, FP05, Fro02, GLCV08, Gio98, GSDSB16, GGM +13, GSPK08, GJB095, HL96, He96, HLHD +07, JST11, JJ12, JGW11, KCK10, KWH03, KD02,}
Discipline [Nav09]. DisCo [AKP01].
Disconnected [Luk08]. Discontinuous
[Ang98]. Discourse [Sut01]. Discovering
[CBRH12, ELS04, LT13, Szü06, TCK+01,
TGEM07, ZD09]. Discovery
[AdI16, AK09, BQBW03, CAD+06, LKK08,
LWH09, May02, PTL11, ZSG14]. Discrete
[ACAMM15, DZBB+12, DXZL07, PS09,
Smy00, Tab07]. Discretionary
[BDPSNG97]. Discriminative
[LHK+13]. Discussion [G´AVCNC14, SCS13,
vdV08]. Diseases [CCH06, GFT09, SSAB+13].
Disentangling [TBS08]. Disjunctive
[Her96, Sta02]. Disk [SV05]. Dispatch
[DB12]. Display [VDSF98]. Displays
[IGS08]. Displaying [HCPdASY14]. disruptive
[A¨ım98]. Distance [BKH+13, CGFSHG09, CRB15,
DGK+99, GMD14, HKS96, Hos02, HL96, Hol96,
KMR96, PPG95, RKH15, Rex98, SS07].
Distances [CSY02a, CSY02a]. Distortion
[CS05b]. Distributed [ACAMM15,
AAGU97, AR95, Ara97, BAZ14, BEH08,
BM12, BBC02, CT04, CE06, Che09,
EGK+12, FPLS03, FR04, FHJ+99, GWG96,
HVCa12, JCB15, Kap95, KP95, Kri99,
Ku05, LCHD12, LHC+13, LAAPVGMM5,
MMM12b, MM12, PLBG13, Sch02a, SL09,
SV02, SLPS98, UDC97, UFF12, VPB15].
Distribution [BP09, BCZ04, NAK08,
Nag06, PLBG13, PD99, Zim01].
Distributions [HT06, PML10]. Diversity
[BDN05, BM03b]. Divide [BBM12].
Division [DF99, Dor95, Fen95b, GS12].
DNP [Gaß10]. Do
[LM94b, LGZ01, Sch02e, Ver10]. Docs
[FCM+12]. Docs4Learning [FCM+12].
Document
[BMGMF08, BS09, BNCGD+11, BVG08,
CWT11, CL08, LDO+12, Lin08a, Lin08b,
Lin1a, Lin1b, LKS08, PTL+09, SUKG13,
SFVFMN04, SH11, VL14, dSLWM08].
Document-Oriented [SFVFMN04].
Documents
[AGA12, BMM14, HM00, JST11, Kol05,
LdSM08, Lin09, NML09, RdKO11, RHG97,
STW09, Sk97, WD02, dCH11]. Does
[SA14, IKC14]. Domain [CW09, CHH16,
ESEM08, FRD14, GMPHGR+13, KDKB07,
Kom02, KHG10, LRS+11, MB09, MMS08,
MG14, Ry09, Sar05, SEK13, Tre08,
VGAPGS+15, VSL03, WSF08].
Domain-customised [MB09].
Domain-Oriented [SEK13].
Domain-Specific [ESM08, LRS+11, MG14].
Domains [DBGM08, FH06, LA03a].
Domotic [RR06a, RR06b]. Dominant
[NL10]. Dortmund [TD96]. Dots [KB06].
Douglas [CI05]. Down [JMEL10, HA03].
Dray [HFIBJ13, MPG13, WHD04].
Draw-and-Drop [WHD04]. Draw [BR05].
Drift [SW13]. Drive [KKK+14]. Driven
[A06, BDGM14, CDM12, DLM99, EK00,
FLF+14, GLCV08, GO14, HPE14,
IN09, KCD10, KL10a, KL10b, LRI03,
LDPK+14, LPSF10, MYC14, MR08, MMS11,
PRCCS13, SMGMT09, SFP12, SMV08, SJ13,
SV10, VAPM12, dOBGH+14, APDC08,
BP09, CBX12, GLD+12, MP10, TGL10].
Driver [PS12]. Drives [Hul08]. Drop
[HFIBJ13, WHD04]. Dropout [CRB15].
DS [CA06, MP90]. DS/CDMA [CAJ06].
DSP [RSW04]. DSF [J07]. DTOL
[Hon01]. Dual [FDC+13, JW13].
Dual-Modal [FDC+13]. Duplicate
[BAML07]. Duquenne [Kuz04]. Duration
[CSF99, LGZ01]. during
[BS11, GC+13, HSD+14, LTY+16]. DVB
[LZ09]. DVB/GPRS [LZ09]. DWCM
[SS15]. Dynamic
[AY00, AdO11, AK09, BS08, BCG+14,
Bzü06, CBF05, CCM09, CBR+05, CT16,
CW00, DGK+99, GM05, HHXH09, JK10b,
LWS11, LLCN09, LA03a, LLS05, LSG+14,
LLZ16, Man03a, MP09, PRCARL10,
PTNM08, PPJ08, SLK11, SZ1M10,
SCW08, SCLM03, XNK15, ZSK09].
Dynamical [CJ98, Ois98]. Dynamically [GCVRGP07]. Dynamics [BPC04, Dit02, LCC+12]. Dyslexic [KM13].


E-Health [MHA+15]. E-Learning [QL13, MPF+16, PGSAP14, ATGP09]. AMA+14, ASHT+16, FMLNF07, GGP08a, LT13, LM03b, MPG13, dPPRRGSSSP15, PB04, Ret08a, ES03, ELS04, SMFM05, Hei07, HAI13, MNS+12, QL12, SW04, Yon11].

E-LOTOS [CM00]. E-Okul' [Tuf13].

e-Passports [NML09]. E-speranto [JST11].

Early [ALHM+14, FWS+11]. Easing [GHHE+08]. Easy [Aur01]. Eclectic [Mac01]. Eclipse [Træ08]. eco [CVPS95]. eco-grammar [CVPS95]. Economic [DB12, FHH08, ND08]. Economics [GÁVCNC14]. Economy [Joh01, LA03b]. Ecosystem [Kil08]. Edge [HOS96]. Edge-Flipping [HOS96]. Edit [CGFSH09]. Editor [Mar07, Car96, GGM+13, Gütt12a, Gütt12b, Gütt12c, Gütt12d, Gütt12e, Gütt12f, Gütt13a, Gütt13b, Gütt13c, Gütt13d, Gütt13e, Gütt13f, Gütt14d, Gütt14a, Gütt14b, Gütt14c, Gütt15a, Gütt15b, Gütt15c, Gütt15e, Gütt16a, Gütt16b, Mau94, Mau95a, Mau95b, Mau95c, Mau95d, Mau95e, Mau95f, Mau95g, Mau95h, Mau95i, Mau95j, Mau95k, Mau95l, Mau96b, Mau96c, Mau96d, Mau96e, Mau96f, Mau96g, Mau96h, Mau96i, Mau96j, Mau96k, Mau96l, Mau96m, Mau97a, Mau97b, Mau97c, Mau97d, Mau97e, Mau97f, Mau97g, Mau97h, Mau98a, Mau98b, Mau98c, Mau98d, Mau98e, Mau98f, Mau98g, Mau98h, Mau99a, Mau99b, Mau99i, Mau99b, Mau99c, Mau99d, Mau99e, Mau99f, Mau99g, Mau99h, Mau99i, Mau99k, Mau99l, Mau99m, Mau99n, Mau99o, Mau99p, Mau99q, Mau99r, Mau99s, Mau99t, Mau99u, Mau99v, Mau99w, Mau99x, Mau99y, Mau99z, Mau00a, Mau00b, Mau00c, Mau00d, Mau00e, Mau00f, Mau01a, Mau01b, Mau01c, Mau01d, Mau01e, Mau02a, Mau02b, Mau02c, Mau02d, Mau02e, Mau02f, Mau02g, Mau03a, Mau03b, Mau03d, Mau04a].

Editor [Mau04b, Mau05, Mau06b, Mau06c, Mau06d, Mau06e, Mau06f, Mau06g, Mau06h, Mau07a, Mau07b, Mau07c, Mau08a, Mau08b, Mau08c, Mau09a, Mau09b, Mau09c, Mau09d, Mau10a, Mau10b, Mau10c, Mau10d, Mau11a, Mau11b, Mau11c, Mau11d].

Editorial [Ban07, Pre12]. Edmodo [Bic15].

Education [BU13, BRAS+12, BB10a, BKH+13, BFMS05, CRB15, CR12, DD13, DGK+99, Dom01, FLMNF07, Flo04, FP+12, GCVRGP07, GPV13, HBT12, HL96, Hol96, HR06, IKC14, KM13, KGK12, LHZ12, LUR16, LB98, LZZK14, LMA+14, MHLB12, OT16, PCS+13, PMAM14, PS06, PCLT15, RB08, RSM+13, Riz15, SFY15, Ste08, SLPS98, TE06, UT16, VV06, VRGSSP05].

Educational [ABF06, BGP08, BMG+05, BE98, BQV14, CRMN+07, Car98a, Car98b, CFMP15, CGVRGP07, CSA10, DA13, DKS+13, FML13, GPL13, GLD+12, Gio98, GJP+12b, HL96, LLSA13, LZZK14, Mar07, MOMGSRF07, MFG13, MH98, MP10, MHH98, MCM+14, OEK16, PZLAS+13, PRCARLN10, PwV16, PCLT15, RCGBS13, RGR15, SdOB09, SBG+12, vZdlH12].

Educational-driven [GLD+12]. Educative [GmdMC12]. Educators [AHPSCDK14, VGBLGS+08]. Eduquito [SdOB09]. edX [SGLM16]. Effect [AWG04, HOP11, Tin16]. Effective [BB10a, Bos09, CG09, HA03, LGW14, LZZK14, Sch09c, SCW08, YT10].

Effectiveness [ASH11, BCG98, Gio98, IK97, MRK+98, Ozd13]. Effects [BM03a, BNGD+11, DB12, GLC+13, WLK+11].

Efficacy [RF12, SBS15]. Efficiency [ASH11].

EAGO+13, AR95, ACB02, CT08b, DMS05,
EMZB14, FKB+15, Fon00, Fon01, FKS+04, HJZ07, HCK11, KC08, KHN99, LLLL99, LCDP15, LSV06, NAK08, Nd05, NSNK05, PJRC04, dCPUH+07, PO11, QZ07, QF12, RKJ16, RSVR01, SUKG13, STVT07, WC09, XMLC13, YWD08, dSLMW08, dL03.


Embedded [Ad03, BRR99, CFF+13, GHM04, HLS15, JT05, KCKL10, RP08, TTB09].

Embedding [CGD+12, CD10, MCMMPA+14].

Embodied [PT09]. Emergency [SC14].

Emerging [FMB+11, KM06, Kul07].

EMERGO [SKHK14].


Employee [LA03a].

Employing [LWY09, PK98]. Employment [LLM02].


Enclosing [Neh98, Rib98]. Enclosure [ML98]. Encoders [GHNT97]. Encryption [AP09, HLC08, NZCG05, XNKG15, ZQQ15].

Encyclopedia [Miïl02]. End [GHHA10, JL16, LASL12, RvS12, SKH14, SKH12].

End-to-End [SKH12]. End-User [GHHA10, LASL12]. End-users [RvS12].

Ended [HA113]. Endocrine [Ko0606]. Ends [ZG97].

Energy [AGO+13, HJZ07, JFL+13, KCK10, LZZK14, NOGG+13, QZ07, RLL+10, YJY14].

Energy-Based [LZM04].

Energy-constrained [NOGG+13].

Energy-Efficient [QZ07]. Enforcement [HHHX09, LF16].

Engagement [LNHZ09, Pel14]. Engine [GRS08, KB06, QC12].

Engineering [AGMT10, AFK01, AFP04, Bjo01, BG00b, CIM14, CDG14, CPCLSAGC11, CRC04, DSAFW07, FKO14, HAS+07, HSR10, HSD+14, IAS16, JBBH13, KPV+11, Nav08a, Lin08b, Lin11a, LULGFC13, Matt2s, MS10, Nav09, OL08, PCLT15, RAS15, RGHH97, SEK13, TKD+09, Ted09, TE06, UFF12, VAPM12, VK03, WKSD+11, dOBGH+14].

Engines [BCC98, FMT+15, GWG96, MB09].

English [ARS16, BB08a, MV15, RAS15, VKW15].

Enhance [DIKL14].

Enhanced [Ad16, AMA+14, KIZJ08, LZZK14, Ma10, dLMVG13, MHA+15, PA12, RB10, VLE12, QC12].

Enhancements [FF04, Güt08].

Enriched [GLS00].

Enriching [GBHA12].

Ensembles [SW13].

Ensure [Gle03].
Ensuring [TT00]. Enter [Rus07].
Enterprise [AUN04, CPHC11, HT06, JV05, LGES11, MRP14, MS11, VMA14, vKL04].
Enterprises [AR04, PCC14, SPRP09].
Entertainment [Bür08, LNHZ09]. Entity [JM15, TJH16, VO10].
Entainment [KM07]. Entrepreneurship [FPS+12].
Entropy [JM10, SESMT10, Sim07].
Enum [BHH+06]. Enum-Based [BHH+06].
Enumerable [Ars97]. Enumeration [FK16, FDR+15].
Enviroments [SM02b]. Environment [AMR+14, BRW03, Car95, CH07, CYL11, CTEM01, CPR01, CGPAP13, DLL16, DZBB+12, DJJ+11, DOOJ95, ESB04, FMA+05, GRHMM+15, HCK11, IRMK12, KKK16, KOW01, KWC01, Mau96a, PAN031, PGDD15, Rf08a, RSW04, RSL+13, RRM+12, Ru01, SdO09, SSGS10, Vt96, VDB09, VdD04, PS07, WHD04].
Environmental [TM00]. Environments [AB09, BZH+10, BB01J14, CJH12, CGP+07a, DBAB12, FML13, FDC+13, FWS+11, GHHE+08, GPCAC11, GL03, GMDMC12, HM99, HMW08, HME+06, HAI13, IMR+12, JGL08, KU10, KDGT09, KDG09, KRO13, KJKS14, uRLFH+13, KLL09, LGM+13, LAAPGM15, MG13, MGT14, NOG+13, QZY11L, QFB+14, RS11, RPR11, RJ05, RVA+15, SVK+15, SVS+14, SA03, SBS08, TGPL10, Tom01, VLE12, VVM+06, WSH08].
Epidemic [ASAIN14]. Epilepsy [RSP+14].
Epistemic [MJ13]. ePortfolios [LAAPGM15].
Equational [RG00, dR05]. Equations [DDS10, NO98, Pop98, Rud04]. Equilibria [KK10, Pau01].
Equity [KK10]. Equivalence [AH04, BRF+09, Horn01, Sch05c].
Equivalences [dFER06]. Equivalent [CR07]. Equivalents [Ber05]. Era [Die96].
Erasure [VSGP05]. EREW [Lep95].
Ergonomics [CAI08, vD08]. Error [ATV98, BSH99, LRR07, FR04, Jéz95, Kno02, Krä98, QQ11]. Error-Correcting [BSH09, LRR07]. Error-Correction [Kno02]. Errors [ACL95, BB98]. ESFP [TT00]. Establish [AdGC+15].
Establishing [SS12]. Estate [Tra13].
Estimating [GH08, OPP09, PM00].
Estimation [ACL95, CC08a, DRRG07, Fn95b, HCY+05, L06, N96, PA12, PK09, SHK10, S07, TR98, dFVPB15].
eTandem [WB12]. Etiquette [Pre04].
ETOL [Fer96]. EU4ALL [AR12].
Europe [BBM12]. European [FPS+12, Has02, Tom03].
Evaluate [BCCH11, PZL+13, PVW16].
Evaluates [FDC+13]. Evaluating [ASAAJ16, GW05, Go08, MK+98, MH98, PK015, PK08, Reb96, SS010, WP15].
Evaluation [Ach06, AHSN01, BB98, BS13, BG98, BM05, CPLPW15, CAI08, CPRT05, CGPAP13, DAK13, DL99, EK99, EHE05, FPSFC07, GGPdP11, GOM+13, GSdSB16, GGP08b, HTHW12, Hen98, JFL+13, JGM+13, KHN99, KTL+11, KZ08, Kro13, LMMRV+15, LCC11, LL12, MN14, MB12, MOG+10, MHH98, NSMBCG12, OP15, PMAM14, QQ11, QL12, RD010, RP98, RMZ15, SAKAM11, SKHK14, SKP08, TW00, T08, TEK08, Tiff13, WPL98, dSC05, dAO13, CEK15].
Evaluations [VDSF98]. Event [BCM12, DZBB+12, GO14, LR03, T07, PS09].
Event-Driven [GO14, LR03].
Event-related [BCM12]. Events [FRD14, PS12].
Everyday [MCM+14]. Evidence [GS12, LKT10, LAAPGM15]. Evolution [All04, APN12, DSCT10, HNO04, JS16, MA05, NSVFH05, SKA08, TFDM10, VAPM12, DM07].
Evolution-Communication [All04].
Evolutionary [ARM+14, ANM08, ANM08].


Fine-Grained [Kol05, LL12]. Fingerprint [LD06]. Fingerprinting [DCS09, VSGP05]. Finite [AT10a, AndMM08, BB08a, Cal96a, CC96, Cv99, Dru06, Jéz95, Kar02, Kon02, MSSY95, Pop07, Sal02, Sar05, TY09, Wat02]. Fine-Delay [Kon02].

Finite-Fuzzy-Automaton [MSSY95]. Finite-time [TY09]. Firmness [Hav05]. First [APM04, BTD+07, DLL14, DOM10, GOM+13, MC07, MR05, MGT14, NK95, RA06, HCK11]. First-Class [MR05]. First-order [DOM10]. First-Person [GOM+13, MGT14]. Fitness [GYY09]. Fitted [ZG05]. Fitting [AM96]. Five [SGS13]. Fixed [AGO+13, GHNT97]. Fixed-Length [GHNT97]. Fixed-Point [AGO+13]. Flexibilities [LWG14]. Flexibility [dTU04]. Flexible [ARRB14, BZ09, CRMLN+07, HJVK15, HBJ98, HR06, MTB+08, OBO09, SD97]. Flipping [HOS96]. Floating [ATOFF98, DF99, Har07]. Floating-Point [Har07]. Flooding [HHH+02]. FLOP [LMMPFV14]. FLOSS [GS12]. Flow [BM11, CLC04, Gir05, Jun05c, LM03a, LNHZ09, MTK97, NZM09, PRT+08, PRBLAP+13, PlaCBKN14, RVC12]. Fly [OB95, Hor04]. FNR [Pre12]. Focus [FGSW14, LBG07, Rad96]. Focused [SSV02]. Fold [AGK+10]. Folding [FSSPLG+13, HIO0, NR08b]. Forces [DBBS08, Pet09]. Forcing [DG07]. Forecasting [KÜ10, NWDX09]. Foreground [BZA08]. Foreground/Background [BZA08]. Foreign [PSV0017, TB15]. Forensic [IAS16, NVB12]. Forensics [SV05, YLL+07]. FOREST [KP00]. Forests [Tom97]. Foreword [BMMM95, Mul98b, Mul98a]. form [NdCFB08]. Formal [AC05, Abr07, AFK01, AS07, Ban07, BR97, BRS00a, Bjo01, Boi06, CSY02b, CDD+03, CS05a, Dvo00, DSR03, EGG+01, FL14, GSW04, Gär99, Hal07, HK14, Hei07, Hei07, HNS07, HSD+14, KNLS00, KASS03, KKK+14, KAM03, KSU02, KP97a, LI05, LDSG09, LT09, Ma12, MS00, Mat99, MdCRMP14, NuR05, PaL05, PR06, PS04, PO04, Rad14, Rus07, ST05, SRR04, VLE12, Vel04, YMP08, YWD08, TBL15]. Formality [CM00]. Formalizing [BB08a, Bür08, GSW97]. Formally [GPSV03, Pop95]. Format [GHNT97, MNF+13]. Formation [POR10, SrRvdV+13, SrRS14]. Formative [HMHGR15]. Formulae [DL99]. Formulation [IKM03]. Formulations [AHRH08]. Forth [PS04]. Fortran [N03].
Forum [Pre97, Pre12].  
Forward [Sch01a].  
Forwarding [Sch01a].  
Foster [FPS+12].  
Fostering [LNHZ09, MH02, RS02].  
Foundation [ESM08, FF00].  
Foundations [JR96, KT10, MSC03, Four [HK95, RR06a].  
Four [Ang98].  
Fourier [Ang98].  
Fourth [JJ12].  
FPGA [PBTW07].  
FPGAs [GCVRSPGP07, OCRPdlMG07, de 00].  
FPT [ECHS10].  
FPTAS [LEC11].  
Fractals [Ev99].  
Fractions [Les95].  
Fragmentation [AAM14].  
Frama [Puc10].  
Frama-C [Puc10].  
Frame [LWH09].  
Frame-Relayed [LWH09].  
Frameworks [ESM08, MSSV14, RMFM12].  
Fred [CP01].  
Fredkin [LZM04].  
Free [AP09, Azz10, BR05, BJ97, BH02, Gro00, Hi99, KBF+11, RdKO11, SHH10, FDR+15].  
Free-Extendible [Gro00].  
FreeBSD [GS12].  
Freedom [BM96].  
French [WBS12].  
Frequency [CFJS15, CW09, KTL+11, LGZ01].  
Frequency-Domain [CW09].  
Friendly [LMMPFV14, PZ09].  
Front [LSM08, dLSMW08].  
Frontiers [RA06].  
Frustration [EACGF13].  
Full [HL09, HA13, LKHL09, Mue04].  
Full-Round [LKHL09].  
Fun [Rho10].  
Function [BPSN97, CJZ13, FKS+04, GW03, KMN16, PPG95, RMGCCF08, YTM05].  
Function-Complete [FKS+04].  
Functional [GPSV03, HL09, KASN08, MABS05, Rad14, RTL05, RB07, SH06, Sch05a, SS00, Sch05a, Tur04, CTTM10].  
Functional-Logic [SH06].  
Functionalities [TBVRLD15].  
Functionality [PK98].  
function-based [RS00].  
Functions [BDPSNG07, Bo106, CLVM09, Cla05, CPS07, Dun96, FH00, Fon00, Her97, KSY97, LO98, ML98, MYT09, OS98, PQ99, RR08, Rud04, SZZ95, Wei08, ZZ95, DMM95].  
Fundamental [Ban96].  
Further [Lin08b, CCHdCN08].  
Fusion [GWG96, Jun10b, MP08, MLX10, NH06, OMO10, RR11, XLMR10].  
Future [AKM07, Car96, COBP+14, Dom01, Fel01, FHH08, Fra98, IK14, KP01, LUR16, LRB16, MO03, SGLM16, Viv96].  
Futures [MMiF+08].  
Fuzziness [DHP03, WF12].  
Fuzzy [ASH11, Aho06, CHPHY10, CPT05, CA14, CCHdCN08, Fal10, JKKW16, KÜ10, KCK10, LHC+13, LA07, MBA12, MASY95, RMGCCF08, TWW07, Tra13, YX10].  
Fuzzy-DEA [ASH11].  
G [AKM95, PV95, Sch96].  
G9 [PGSAP14].  
Gabor [CLCC10].  
GAC [ZZ95].  
GADM [TIL00].  
Galois [CCS00, ZS04].  
Games [CB12, DLL16, FPS+12, Kulo5, MMS11, Pel14, PD04, VDBN98].  
Game-Based [PD04, CB12].  
Game-Based [AR16, Ay12, Bür08, CP05+13, PVLW06, PGT09, Ret08a, SKHH14, SCW08].  
Gamification [HCPdASY14].  
Gaming [RAS15].  
Gap [OBO09, Sch02c].  
Gate [LZM04].  
Gates [SDJ99, TH99].  
Gateway [LWY11].  
Gathering [SHZ+10].  
Gaussian [Dru13, KMN16].  
Gaze [JGL08].  
Gaze-based [JGL08].  
Gazetteers [Ric02].  
GD [VJT10].  
Gelfand [CS05a].  
Gender [BBM12].  
Gene [BMM+09, ZTX+07].  
General [AT10b, KK10, MMEdP12, MG14, NML09, OK98].  
Generalization [ACAMM15].  
Generalized [Cv99, Gùn96, Mar06b, Sch01a].  
Generalizing [PU97].  
Generated [BPSN97, CJZ13, FKS+04, GW03, KMN16, PPG95, RMGCCF08, YTM05].
[BGBA10, BD00, MNS+12, SS03, SKL08, GC14]. Generating [CP01, Rad14].

Generation
[AKP01, AKMS94, BHQW02, BS08, CVM11, CYL11, CT16, CDCH09, CBO05, FHH08, Gir05, Hri02, KD01, LZZK14, LMA+14, LAHZ+15, MJGS12, MSHN06, MS94, MDY10, OHYJ16, PD99, Sal02, Sch96, Sch02a, SLJC08, Sto99, XZSS09]. Generating [CP01, Rad14]. Generation [AKP01, AKMS94, BHQW02, BS08, CVM11, CYL11, CT16, CDCH09, CBO05, FHH08, Gir05, Hri02, KD01, LZZK14, LMA+14, LAHZ+15, MJGS12, MSHN06, MS94, MDY10, OHYJ16, PD99, Sal02, Sch96, Sch02a, SLJC08, Sto99, XZSS09].

Generative [DSAFW07, SMGMT09].

Generator [PBB08, TEC+07]. Generic [Bod01, LGMM+13, LKMS08, MBA12, Pau09, RBB06]. Genetic [ACP06, Bai12, BMM+09, CS02, EC00, FOSS99, Gir05, GYY09, LL97, LLLL99, LVV10, LWG14, TIL08, TWW07, TLJ11, UDC97].


German [RA06, FZ00, NH03]. Getting [FCM+12]. Girls [BBM12]. Given [BCCH11, HL03, GWW05]. Glimpses [Dom01].

Global [ATV98, AMS04, AH04, CPSAGPGC12, dFER06, HP15, Köh09, KNSN07, LHZS12, LHC+13, ML98, Mes02, MM12, She06, Z995, dTU04]. Globally [HHH+02].

GLORP [Lei08]. GmbH [Kuh03]. Go [PTL11, Pob11b, MPRS95].

GO-like [MPRS95]. Goal [AGMT10, CJKH12]. Goal-Driven [CJKH12].

Goal-oriented [AGMT10]. Goals [PGT09, RBLR02]. Going [SLD+16]. Gong [BPSN97].

Good [Odi14]. Goods [JKKW16, NZCS05, Sch09b]. Google [FCM+12]. Gopher [MA95].


GPRS [LZ09]. GPS [HZZ+12].

GPU [JJL08]. Grade [FSELC13]. Graded [LST07]. Graduate [HAS+07]. Grained [Kol05, LL12].

Grammar [Arr07, CJH12]. Goal-Driven [CJH12]. Goal-oriented [AGMT10]. Goals [PGT09, RBLR02]. Going [SLD+16].


GPRS [LZ09]. GPS [HZZ+12].
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[Svo95]. Hamiltonicity [ZZ07].
Hammerstein [CW09]. Hamming [Fen15].
Hand [BSB09]. Hand-Held [BSB09].
Handed [VCB08]. Handel [GCVRSGP07].
Handel-C [GCVRSGP07]. Handheld [Mar07, PSVOVI07, RAS15]. Handing [FF07, MUF03].
Handover [GGDBP + 08]. Hands [DGN13].
Handset [SKH14]. Handset-based [SKH14].
Handwriting [FOAB08]. Handwritten [BPSN97, BDPSNG97, Mue04, RR08].
Haskell [Ad03, RTL06, VFC03]. Haskell# [dL03].
Hausdorff [LW08, Sta05]. Hazards [TH99].
HC [CSFFM12]. HCl [GCG08]. HDOL [Hon02].
Health [ABM + 06, CSFFM12, Coo06, GKD06, MHA + 15, Rob06]. Healthcare [MY06, RY09, SL + 16, TFG06, vZdlH12].
Heap [RS00]. Heat [Jez95]. Heavy [HVM00]. Heights [P+95]. Held [BSB09].
Hellman [HCL11]. Helmut [CSY02b].
Help [Hen98, LM01]. Helping [KGG10, LAAPVGM15]. Helsinki [LKT10].
Hénon [Gal98]. Hermann [KP01]. Hermitian [ACA + 16]. HEROS [LRR04].
Heterogeneous [ASW + 03, BMVI2, BARB12, BS96, Jun10c, Kou09, LZ09, POR10, Rat00, VBB13].
Heterogeneous-Group [POR10].
Heuristic [AMS04, BCS15, GGP0b, RMGT09, XMZBl10]. Heuristics [FKS + 04, POR10]. Heyting [KSV02].
HIBE [CS07]. Hidden [Dru12, FMS12, Mar06b, PSS + 13, VsdMD08].
Hierarchical [BAPG03, HN07, HHH + 02, JP07, LGAP11, LYLX15, MR11, PRAT09, PO11, TSY09, TSE + 15]. Hierarchies [Mar02a]. Hierarchy [BG97, FK16, FFK04, HHH98, KKH12, RR06a, TKSL05, ZD09].
High [Bor02, Fen95b, GOF05, LS95, LZZK14, MPPS95, Pel14, PSS07, SAA08, Zim01].
High-dimensional [GOF05]. High-level [PS07]. High-radix [Fen95b].
High-Speed [MPPS95]. Higher [BRAS + 12, BBM12, DD13, Flo04, HBT12, HR06, JM10, KM13, MHLB12, PS06, RB07, SVFR15].
Higher-Order [RB07]. Highly [BBL13, HMA + 05, HHHX09, KSY07].
HIKS [DGK + 99]. Hill [KD11].
Hill-and-Dale [KD11]. Historians [BVG08]. Historical [BZA08, Lar01].
Histories [Kom02]. History [BVG08, Kar13]. History-Sciences [BVG08].
HME [Mar07]. HMMs [EH08].
Hoc [HHHX09, HZ07, KT05, LKK08, CAD + 06, EMZB14, NOP08, VVM + 06].
HOL [BRW03]. HOL-Z [BRW03]. HOL4 [HK14]. Hold [IKC14]. Hole [YKA16].
Home [GHHE + 08, GKD06, HBr13, HFF + 13, MYY06, SW09, vZdlH12, DOOJ95, vZdlH12].
Homogeneous [Her09].
Homography [SCK + 09]. Homomorphic [AKi09]. Honor [AFK01].
Honour [CSY02b, C05, CSZ07]. Horn [FH00]. Hot [Toc03].
HTML [K05]. HTML5 [BAZ14].
Huffman [Tom97]. Human [AWG04, AT10b, AT07, BMUF14, BRO08, CNRM03, CPHC11, CPFSdA12, FP05, GPA08, GY09, HPB12, KM10, LST14, LG08, L01, MGM + 08, MNR06, NP06, SCK + 09, UP04].
Human-agent [LST14].
Human-Computer [BMUF14, GPA08].
Hunt [KY10]. HWOES [LLM02]. Hybrid [BGM + 16, BCHM12, BZA08, CS14, CM98, GGS08, HIGM13, IMR + 12, KLT13, Kie05b, LWS09, LA07, MJ15, MBGS06, NZM09, OFCB08, SOB05].
Hygiene [CD10].
Hygiene-Compatible [CD10]. Hyper
I-Know [TM02a, TM02b, To03]. I.a [Ior07]. I.b [Ior08]. Ibero [GCG08]. Iceberg [HOPN11]. ICT [AHSN01, GMHGRG+13, HA10, MHLB12, PGD15, RF12]. ICTs [DIKL14]. ID [CS07]. IDE [FRD14]. IDEA [GCVRSPGP07, LGES11]. Ideal [Her09]. Ideals [BH08, CDF97, SS09a]. Identification [BHC05, CW09, Fon00, HK15, HL03, KM13, PF15, VSML03, WX15]. Identifying [CHH16, CA14, LA03a, SSdS+11]. Identity [DH10a, MJGS12, PSS+13, Yon11]. Identity-based [MJGS12]. Identity-Hidden [PSS+13]. Idioms [ARRB14]. IDS [Yao05]. IEEE [MS00, Pop95]. IEEE802.16e [HLCL11]. if [PTL+09]. Ignoring [ZDI10]. II [Ban97a, HMSS01, NSFVH05]. II. [Boe97b]. Illumination [DRRGdP07]. Illustrative [FG03]. I'm [SM04]. Image [ACB02, BvZH09, CM11, Cv99, FL10, HKTV06, HKL+06, LN08, SH11, WI08, WW15]. Images [BSB09, BNCGD+11, CDR+09, CVK97, Hon96, VJ09, dSLM08]. Image-semantics [SKL08]. Immersive [CH07, GOM+13, IKC14, KGK12, PMAM14, QFB+14]. Immune [CAGMPdAS13, NZM09, VY12, YLL+07, ZTX+07]. Impact [ABAL09, BvG08, CPSAGPGC12, CE11, GK06, LTY+16, LM94a, MNF+13, MNS+12, SH10, SA14, SZWdP14]. Impacts [WWD15]. Impedance [Neh98]. Impending [Od94]. Imperfect [MTK97]. Implement [ASHT+16, PRT+08]. Implementation [Ad03, Ara97, Bai12, BHH+06, CJO+13, CAX12, CGPAP13, DLL14, DS08, Fro02, GCVRSPGP07, HM00, IdFC05, JGW11, M008, OCRdMG07, dCPUH+07, PBTW07, Pop05, RS02, RH00, SH06, SDLM14, TT98, TBVRGLD15, UDC97, VFC03, WZC07, WD02, YKD+08]. Implementations [BCNR07, Gle03, dOMdAL+08]. Implementing [BGP07, BEH+05, CGP07b, FR04, Lep95, RMGCGCF08, UP04]. Implication [GNP05]. Implications [HI00, LF98, MO03]. Implicit [CP02, H13, MJG15, NW04, Rih98]. Implicitly [Bo106]. Importance [AdGCD+15, VO10]. Impossibility [MSHN06]. Impression [LGZ01]. Improve [CGLdMAC14, CS04, HMMGR15, JR02, LS07, MMB08, PFS07, STFM12]. Improved [LEC11, LYLX15, PPK08, WSL07]. Improvement [BPHN06, HCPdASY14, SR00]. Improving [AHSN01, BCG98, CSFM09, CNQ04, FF07, FM12, GMK05, HPB12, HCL11, JS16, KJKS14, Mau97, MGPB10, OZ13, Re96, RR06b, TNRGC+13, TEC+07, VBO08, VL14, WKS+99]. IMS [BT+07, FCM+12, GS18]. In-Service [AHSN01, in-World [PMAM14]. Inc. [Bec03]. Inc./Germany [Bec03]. Incentive [dMBHR15]. Inclusion [CR00a, PGSPAP14, SD0B09]. Inclusions [CG09]. Inclusive [DD13, SGLM16, SCS13]. Incomplete [CH97, CL97, HN07, MRGF14, Pop05]. Incompleteness [CPC00]. Incomputable
Inconsistency [Ngu05].
Incorporation [FSELC13].
Increase [PBTW07].
Incremental [AK09, BARB12, BQV14, Dud08, FTARR05b, FDR+15, SF00, dH04].
Incrementally [EKP03].
Indecomposable [Ev99].
Independence [AC07, Ban97a].
Index [PSS+13].
Indexing [BNCGD+11, Rad96].
Indicators [dPPRRGSSPP15].
Individual [AT13, CNRM03, CDD+04, GYY09, RN03, RPR11].
Individualized [EKP03].
Indonesia [KW10].
Indoor [SM02b].
Induced [JMEL10].
Induction [Ber10].
Inductive [CCHdCN08].
Industrial [CPMVG13, Ern11, KA97, SFP12, TSCY01].
Industry [B¨ur08, LH03, TKD+09, VGCPAH16].
Inequality [CG96a].
Inertial [PKSR09].
Inexact [And96].
Inference [BCA+10, BMM+09, VFC03].
Infinitary [Cre09].
Infinite [Cal96a, CT16, FDR+15, Mar02a, Tru10].
Influences [ASS13].
Informal [GPCZ+13, GGB+08, VLE12].
Informatics [ABM+06, BVG08, PS06, TM00, VV06].
Information [dCVM12, dKR03, vKL04, Svo96].
Information-Theoretical-Based [CS02].
Informative [KC08].
Informer [TEK08, SOO97].
Infrastructure [BBdOJ14, LS10, NML09, TKS05].
Infrastructures [LAHZ+15, Mai05, SL05].
Inhabited [Pet12, SW09].
Inheritance [DRS06].
Initializing [HT13].
Initiatives [HCPdASY14, MPM12].
Injection [BRR99, MSF99].
Innovation [LMA+14, NL10, RS11, SBRS11, SBG+12, VBP+11].
Innovations [MR12].
Innovative [GDW10, Uzu13].
Inoteroperability [Kon03].
Input [PA12, VCB08].
Inquiry [HB11, KY10, MOS+13].
Inquiry-Based [KY10, MOS+13].
Insecurity [LCDP15].
Insertion [RMGT09].
Insight [CBRH12].
Insights [BBM12, PdiCBKN14].
Inspired [ANdMM08, BCM12, CAGMPGdAS13, LWS11, NR12, NZM09].
Inspiring [JRO10].
Instances [LWS11].
Instantiated [RR08].
Institute [JV11].
Institutional [LKT10].
Institutions [GDCPZ+13, GMP+13, Mar06b, Ros99].
Instruction [Reb96, SAA08].
Instructional [DSAFW07, MGPB07, Uzu13].
Insulated [FZT13].
Intangible [CDCH09].
Integers [PS95].
Integral [FF08, MYT09].
Integrate [FP05, MPF+16].
Integrated [CPLPW15, Dro04, Fal04, HKS96, HMM00, LCHD12, LWG14, LHC+13, SSGS10, UHÖD15, WKS+99, Bec03].
Integrating [BFF99, BM97, BMG+05, CLC09, DSS05].
MR12, MMM12b, MKI+12, Mue95, MTK97, Nag06, NPB06, NHH06, NBS06, PB05, PJJH12, Rad96, RAWW05, RvS12, RMFM12, Rie02, RFSMJ12, Sch01b, Sch02c, Sin06, SCLM03, TR10, TEC+07, TSDP07, VMA14, WLKW11, Wol99a, Wol99b, Wol00, Wur10, XLMR10, YX10, YW13].
Information [dCVM12, dKR03, vKL04, Svo96].
GMC+08a, GMdMC12, HNS07, Jun10b, dIdSGZ10, NOP08, PJN13, RJB10, SL05, Trae08, WKXL05. **Integration**
[AR04, BKK+08, Bos08a, BBP08, CLC04, CM98, DKD+13, DJIN09, FHJ+99, GO14, GJP+12a, HNS07, Jun10b, KFK05, KTKP09, LF05, LAAPVGMM15, ME03, NDAM09, Pau99, SA10, VBB13, ZSG14, dTU04].

**Integrative** [LWE09, RN03].

**Integrity** [Kap95, Sue10].

**Intelectual** [CPFsdAS12, KL02, Liy02].

**Intelligence** [AGGH08, BAR06, BDI10, Cai10, CN08a, FJP06, GGP08a, GBP+08, JRO10, JN08, Jun10a, LHZS12, dIJB13, NN07, NH09, PANS13].

**Intelligent** [CN08a, CN08b, CWTT11, GWF96, HME+06, HAFS15, JNS09, JI09, JCB15, KKTZ09, KG10, LGL09, LEJ+08, NdMM08, RY09, VV0+06, VUT+08, VK03, ZMAS10].

**Intensive** [BCM08, FP05, GMK05, KK12].

**Intent** [ZSG14].

**Intention** [SSM11, WWD15].

**Intention-aware** [SSM11].

**Intentions** [HGIPCPPM11].

**Inter** [CE11, MLHCGB16].

**Inter-methodological** [MLHCGB16].

**Inter-Organizational** [CE11].

**Interaction** [AF04, BMU14, BR008, BEPT14, CMFP15, CBNDR10, GA08, HA13, IPVC12, JGL08, KOM02, LG08, LM15, Lu08, MGN+08, MFG13, MUF03, MX05, PEPP08, RP11, RMM+08, SHH10, SE09, SAB99].

**Interaction-oriented** [SAB99].

**Interactions** [BZ09, KM10].

**Interactive** [BBL12, BMBA15, CH07, CDBZ09, DBS08, DZ08, Epp04, FZAP13, FTARR05a, GMC+08a, GHS06, GYY09, GPSV03, Has02, HMA+05, KSDV09, LNHz09, LKB+02, OHYJ16, PJN13, PSS07, RMF+98, SLK11, TEK08].

**Interactivity** [ASS13, CGD+12].

**Interconnection** [BB04].

**Intercultural** [DM04].

**Interdisciplinary** [BM03b, CG96b, Müh96].

**Interest** [CHH16, FLF+14, SBM10].

**Interest-driven** [FLF+14].

**Interesting** [Suz06].

**Interests** [Jun05a, YYZ+09].

**Interface** [BDL+06, BCCH11, CA08, CEK15, DA13, HOPN11, KD02, MR08, PT09, PLG+08, SH06, Sh08, vdV08].

**Interfaces** [AWGS04, BCFCM05, CSC08, GLCV08, HVM00, IPCVC12, MROH08, PMRO08, PLBG13, PLSF08, SLJC08, Sb05, SMV08].

**Interference** [LdSM08, LWY11, Mul00, dSLMW08].

**Interleaved** [dCPUH+07].

**Intermediate** [IK07, LF16, Velo].

**Intermediation** [TR10].

**InterMod** [LULGFC13].

**Internal** [Heg10, Kato].

**Internals** [Rho10].

**International** [AUN04, CMZZ07, CR12, GPCPL12, GPVLN13, LJLCR13, TM01a, TM01b, TPC+12].

**Internet** [Bus07, COB+14, DCM14, DMG07, FZ00, FH08, Fra98, HW10, HTHW12, HR06, Kim10, KWC01, Len00, LM94b, LS13, LAHZ+15, MJS12, MA95, Mue95, NILLJ12, Pos01, QC12, Rie02, SZWP14, SV95, She96, SM02a, Tez13, ZNX+12].

**Interoperability** [AMC+12, GPFL12, GRC15, LJLCR13, LVV10, MSSV14, MMD12, RLMS13, Riz15].

**Interoperable** [CBN+06, MHA+15].

**Inter-Organizational** [WKM+09].

**Interpolating** [AM96, RG00].

**Interpreting** [ESM08, HCD10, KKB12, MM06].

**Interpreters** [KASS03].

**Interruption** [JST11].

**Interrelationships** [Pel14].

**Interference** [ZMAS10].

**Interval** [FH06, GMS03, Hor04, Mar95, MKP98, Pop98, STVT07, Tru10, Zgr07].

**Intervals** [Mar98, MMD12, Sch02d, Tru10, WFOC98].

**Intractability** [Kuz04].

**Intraframe** [LLYC12].

**Introduce** [LM03b].

**Introducing** [CPR06, HMMGR15, KLT10].

**Introduction** [Bli06, Boc97a, Boz99].

**Introductory** [Pel14].

**Intruders** [AAJ05].

**Intrusion** [JT05, KMN16, RJK16].

**Intrusive** [SV05].

**Intuitionistic** [Gol05].
Invariance [HW97]. Invariant [HI00].

Invariants [OF13, Sch08a, Tab07]. Invasive [CBR+05]. Inventory [CLC04]. Inverse [Neh98]. Invertible [And97]. Investigating [AGK+10, BJ05b, Kar13, VBP+11].


Ioan [CSZ07]. IoT [CJH12]. IP [RMGCGCF08, SH10]. iPad [DGN13]. IPCity [Ano07]. IPD [Bec03]. IQM3 [CCCP08]. Irish [Mac01]. Irreducibility [Cha05]. Irregularly [CGFSHG09].

Isabelle [Pau99]. ISDN [LPP96]. Islands [CAR08]. Isolate [Tab07]. Isolation [XMZbL10]. Isometries [Ili10]. Isomorphism [SAA08]. Issue [AFK01, BHRS03, Boe97b, BG01, CS00, CSY02b, DG00, Dvo00, DSR03, EK99, GALR02, HMR99, IF03, KP01, KU00, KZ03, LA03b, Lin04a, Lin04b, Mat99, Mau03a, RS01a, RS01b, RS03, RA06, TM01a, TM01b, Toc02, TM02a, TM02b, Toc03, Mul98b, Mul98a]. Issues [Ban96, Car98b, CD03, DPZ08, FHH08, Goo01, Kri09, Pal15, Rob06, T98, UP04].


Iterative [BvdTV09]. ITIL [C12]. ITP [CPR06]. IV [Ilor00]. IWIM [BAPG03].

J [Mau03a]. J.UCS [AFK01, BHRS03, BG01, CS00, CSY02b, DG00, Dvo00, DSR03, EK99, GALR02, HMR99, IF03, KP01, KU00, KZ03, LA03b, Lin04a, Lin04b, Mat99, MS94, RS01a, RS01b, RS03, RA06, TM01a, TM01b, Toc02, TM02a, TM02b, Toc03]. J2ME [DB03].

Japanese [RA06]. Japanese-German [RA06]. Japlo [Esp06]. JAVA [dSC05, DR10, Esp06, Fra98, NC04, ONRV08, SS07, Td03, dSC06b, dBdd04, von98].


Just-In-Time [dSC06b]. Juxtaposing [MGAVF10].


Karp [HN98]. Kenzo [DRS06]. Kerberos [BR97]. Kernel [CLVM09, KMN16, Puc10, TF09]. Key [Cam98, CT08a, FZT13, GBC12, HLC08, J08, KJL09, XNK15, ZBK12, DGIS12].

Key-Insulated [FZT13]. Key-Share [CT08a]. Keyboard [BH14].

Keyboard-Card [BH14]. Keys [Was98a, Was98b]. Keywords [TGEM07, WMJ+07]. KG [HLC08].

KILT [MR14]. Kit [FG03]. KM [BCZ04, FP05, Hef04, Pet09]. KMML [GMK05]. KNN [HHK13]. Know [LM94b, TM01b, TM02a, TM02b, Toc03].

Knowledge [ASH11, Ach06, ASTL07, AR04, AMBP04, Arr07, BS03, BQB03, BE11, BEH+05, BM03a, BBC02, BM03b, BCZ04, BS96, BP97, BM05, Cam98, CN08a, CN08b, CN08d, CWTT11, CLC04, CGB04, DDS04, DAd03, Dus05, E03, Epp04, Ern11, ELFAR15, F05, FFK04, GÁVCNC14, GL11b, GKM05, Güt08, HT01, HH03, HA03, HNY04, HMM01, JVM05, JNS09, Joh01, JN08, KD02, Kom02, KPV+11, KA97, Kuh03, KHG10, LRR04, LLH03, LKK08, LM01, LKT10, LA03b, LH03, LGES11, LF05, Ly02].
Knowledge-Attention-Gap [Sch02c].

Knowledge-base [Ach06].

Knowledge-building [Cam98].

Knowledge-Intensive [FP05, GMK05].

Knuth [Ukk10].

Koblitz [AHRH08].

K"onig [Sch05c].

Korea [HLK09b].

Korrigan [CPR01].

Kraft [CG96a, Gro00].

Kraft-Chaitin [CG96a, Gro00].

Krawczyk [HK15].

Kudo [Tak06].

Kuwait [DA13].

Language-Independent [EIH08].

Languages [AMVM01, BRH*08, Bol06, BH02, CSY02b, CS03, CGP07b, FDR*15, HBF10, Hi99, HHY02, It002, Kri99, KSU02, KP97b, LF06, MM98, MOMGSMFM07, Mat99, Manc0a, MCG14, MABSM05, M107, SY99, Sta01, Sta05, SGS13, dSC06a, D508, BVdVO6, BM07, IFd03, Lin90b, ML95].

Large [AR04, BMGMFM08, CVSM11, HBT12, KS05, NHH06, QQ11, SLN16, Ski00, Sta02, VO10, WF12, Wur10].

Large-Scale [Sk00, WF12, HBT12].

Latency [BD00, FMT*15].

Latency/Power [FMT*15].

Latent [BNCG11, FBCMMA15, HKKvP08].

Latin [Lin11b].

Lattice [Cet00, HF06, YX10, ZS04].

Lattice-Valued [YX10].

Lattices [APM04, CR04, HI00, Neg05, Sim07, ZQ15].

Layer [Lb07, HCC07].

Layout [CL08, MAT08, UCM13, VPF09].

Lazy [dAF07, Lin03, PB05, RB07].

LBS [YKD*08].

Leadership [AHSN01].

LeaderFlow4LD [PRBLAP*13].

Learning [Sut01].

Learned [BC11, BRAS*12, CPLPW15, VGGSBLAP12].

Learner [Bra15, DGN13, GPCZ*13, GGP08a, LT13, TSE*15].

Learners [AHEAS*15, AAK15, HVJK15, M113, SdB13].

Language [AMUFVI09, AJBTEB06, AAK15, Ad03, BCFM05, Bic15, Bra15, CPLPW15, CP02, DDS10, DCR*07, E110, FRD14, FPLS03, FBCMMA15, GR508, KPS96, Kat05, KT10, LRB16, L10, LLS13, Ma10, MMDMGM06, MSC03, MPR*08, Mos05, OL08, PSVOVI10, PR06, RRB03, RT05, RAS15, RAC10, RGH97, RT10, Sali0, Sch06, SdBMM05, TBL15, VKW15, WKSD*11, WKTL01, W100, YMP08, dR05, dOJLC*07, KAM03].

Large-Scale [Ski00, WF12, HBT12].

Laser [MSF99].

LATE [Mau96a].

Latency/Power [FMT*15].

Large [AR04, BMGMFM08, CVSM11].

Large-Scale [Ski00, WF12, HBT12].

LaSca [CVSM11].

LeaderFlow4LD [PRBLAP*13].

Leakage [CKPK13].

Learning [Sut01].

Learned [BC11, BRAS*12, CPLPW15, VGGSBLAP12].

Learner [Bra15, DGN13, GPCZ*13, GGP08a, LT13, TSE*15].

Learners [AHEAS*15, AAK15, HVJK15, M113, SdB13].

Language [AMUFVI09, AJBTEB06, AAK15, Ad03, BCFM05, Bic15, Bra15, CPLPW15, CP02, DDS10, DCR*07, E110, FRD14, FPLS03, FBCMMA15, GR508, KPS96, Kat05, KT10, LRB16, L10, LLS13, Ma10, MMDMGM06, MSC03, MPR*08, Mos05, OL08, PSVOVI10, PR06, RRB03, RT05, RAS15, RAC10, RGH97, RT10, Sali0, Sch06, SdBMM05, TBL15, VKW15, WKSD*11, WKTL01, W100, YMP08, dR05, dOJLC*07, KAM03].
Learning-Aware [TSE +15].
[MLHCGB16]. Literature
[GSZ15, PW16, RB08, WMJ+07]. Liveness
[Zh06]. Living [HB13, dSGZ10, LKT10].
LMS [FCM+12]. Load
[BMV12, HF01, HJZ09, LWY11, NAK08, NWDX09]. Local
[APNA12, NVB12]. Localisation [MPF04].
Locality [AGK+10]. Localization
[FKB+15]. Localized
[PS12]. Locally
[LW08]. Locating
[AAJR05, PB14, SR10]. Location
[AY12, WTA01]. Location-based
[AY12]. Locomotion
[BS11, MGT14]. Locomotive
[CH07]. Log
[SBPR15, VBO08]. Logic
[BCDK97, CS00, CI05, CP06, Cre09, DG07, DOM10, DS03, Dr06, Hor04, Ior07, Ior08, IRK97, JMP06, KJ10, KR03b, Kwo97, LKZK10, MLX10, MGRS12, MTK97, NL10, ONRV08, PR06, RK97, RMGCGCF08, SH06, Sch09a, SS00, SV08, SN01, SDJ99, TH99, VV06, XLMR10, dSC06a, dH04, dFCC07]. Logic-based
[KJ10, MLX10]. Logical
[RRB03]. Logics
[GFO12, GMS03, Ish00, KO99, Mar06b]. Logistic
[BS12b]. Long
[BM05, RLL+10]. Long-Term
[BM05, RLL+10]. Longest
[CS10]. Longest-Path
[CS10]. Lookahead
[FKS+04]. Looking
[LRB16]. Loop
[Ner10, SBCJ03, Sto99]. Loop-Detection
[Sto99]. Loops
[RC07]. Lossless
[Log04]. Lost
[TT89]. LOTOS
[CM00]. Low
[EIH08, FK16, JFL+13, LLYC12, MWM10, SV05, SJ13]. Low-Budget
[JS13]. Low-Intrusive
[SV05]. LP
[MKP98]. LSB
[CS05b]. LSE
[LCC11]. Lua
[HB98, IdFC05, MI04, MI05, SRI08, dR04]. LuaInterface
[MI04]. LuaTS
[LR03]. Lucas
[AFK01, Mac01]. Luggage
[TLJ11]. Lukasiewicz
[Ior00, Sta05]. Lukasiewicz-Moisil
[Ior00]. Lymphoid
[Faz06]. m
[ACR11, AAGU97, BCZ04, CG96b, FZ00].
Managing 
[AdI16, NM07].
Manifesto [JLRW05].
MANET [AdI16, NM07].
Manipulation [AMSO4, Pop05, VCB08].
Manipulator [LL97].
Manufacturing [LL97].
Manuscripts [AGA12, BZA08].
Many [Dn97].
Map [BHQW02, BM05, CFMP15, Ga98, SI00, LKK08].
Mapping [AGA12, ACP06, AMVM01, BARB12, BTD+07, CL95, CLC04, GOM+13, MG14, MC07, NW04, PTO+12, SZWdP14].
Maps [BBP08, Ish97, Leu07].
MarbleMonstrum [STFM12].
Margins [TNM09].
Marker [KH12].
Market [CO08, MMiF+08, SCW08, SLT08, Tra13, ZDI10].
Marketplace [GJAB95].
Marketplaces [Ros05].
Markov [LLZ16, Ric05, Ste95].
Markovian [KHN99].
Markup [BVG08, SLK11].
Mash [KKM08].
Mash-ups [KKM08].
Mashup [FVIG12, INK09].
Mashups [BCG+14, Kul07].
Masses [BKK+08].
Massive [BEPT14, EACGFK13, GRCGK14, LMMRV+15, OP15, PCLT15, RGPK15, RA06].
Master [SKSP09].
Mastering [LK01].
Match [BS03, CDD+03, She05].
Matching [EACGFK13, Han10, LSX12, MGNDAM12, PPG95, SSSS10, Ukik10, Xi03].
Matchings [BR07].
Material [PSF98, SW04].
Materialization [CSA10].
Math [CSA10].
Mathematics [Cha96, CS05a, Ish97, RP98, Mac01].
Mathuria [Tak06].
Matrices [BNA15, LM07].
Matrix [AMVM01, HT13, Pav95, TH99].
Matroids [LST07].
Maturity [CCCP08, SPRP09, SS15].
Maurer [KP01].
Max [YLW+14].
Max-Cut [YLW+14].
Maximal [PB14, VTHM16].
Maximality [BH08].
Maximum [FF04, YLW+14].
May [STFM12].
MC [BZ09].
MC-Supporter [BZ09].
MDA [AGMT10, BRF+09, PEPP08, STBFM09].
MDD [GAMP10, TTB13].
Me [dARGSB11, AMYH14, SBRS11].
Mean [AT10b].
Meaning [ST05].
Means [Ara97, CSFFM12, CNQ04, FML13, BMM+09, RCGBS13].
Measure [ASH11, CPCLSAGC11, Fon01, Sta05].
Measurement [CI12, FG03, OMO10, Pau09, PKSR09, Sue10, WFOC98, ZWH10].
Measures [CFSC04, RGP10, VV15].
Measuring [RF12, XWGS09].
MECCANO [BBIC13].
Mechanical [TIL08].
Mechanics [Wan95].
Mechanism [AR01, Bur05, FOAB08, HME+06, HCH+09, LM10, OO08].
Mechanisms [ACR11, dMBHR15, CMSE09, Die10, GL11d, LWS11, NML09].
Media [AMA+14,
Bür08, DIKL14, FP12, GGMM\textsuperscript{+}13, KMR96, KKT\textsuperscript{+}16, LTY\textsuperscript{+}16, LMA\textsuperscript{+}14, LAHZ\textsuperscript{+}15, MLHCGB16, SZ\textsuperscript{W}dP14, Tin16]. **Median** [CS02], **Mediated** [LGZ01, OCW13, WLKW11]. **Mediating** [Car95, KW10]. **Mediation** [BCG\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Mediator** [BBGV07]. **Medical** [HKL\textsuperscript{+}06, HGMT08, KBF\textsuperscript{+}11, MNS\textsuperscript{+}12, OOHS06]. **Medicine** [LEJ\textsuperscript{+}08]. **Medieval** [AGA12, BVG08]. **MEDIP** [HKL\textsuperscript{+}06]. **MEDIP-Platform** [HKL\textsuperscript{+}06]. **Medium** [SPRP09]. **Medium-sized** [SPRP09]. **mEducator** [DKD\textsuperscript{+}13]. **Meeting** [Güt08, Lin11a, YYZ\textsuperscript{+}09]. **Meetings** [ZAB\textsuperscript{+}08]. **Meets** [TKK\textsuperscript{+}08]. **MEM** [CW00]. **MEM-Slicing** [CW00]. **Member** [Tom03]. **Membership** [Bol06]. **Membrane** [ABCP02, DP99, NS06, NC04, PPJ04, ZZH\textsuperscript{+}12]. **Membranes** [PI04]. **Memories** [KA97, Shu97]. **Memory** [BD00, Gio98, HCD10, YYZ\textsuperscript{+}09].**Memory-Intensive** [KKH12]. **Mental** [Dit02, Kom02]. **Menus** [BH14]. **Merge** [LM10]. **Merging** [AT13, SMMC10]. **Message** [CT04, HF01, PSS\textsuperscript{+}13, RMGT09]. **Message-Minimizing** [HF01]. **Message-Optimal** [CT04]. **Message-Passing** [RMGT09]. **Messaging** [LGZ01]. **Meta** [CXB12, Kar13, KZJ08, LSR10, LKB\textsuperscript{+}02]. **Meta-Cognitive** [Kar13]. **Meta-Data** [LSR10, LKB\textsuperscript{+}02]. **Meta-Modeling** [CXB12]. **Metcas** [FOAB08]. **Metadata** [ARN04, ACB02, BAP\textsuperscript{+}16, BVV\textsuperscript{+}10, Duv01, LVV10, MPG07, STV07, SKL08, SM04]. **Metadirectory** [FV12]. **Metaheuristic** [BCBM12, dG15]. **Metaheuristics** [MAT08]. **MetaJ** [dBdd04]. **Metal** [LH03]. **Metamodel** [GRS08]. **Metamodel-based** [GRS08]. **Metamodeling** [ESB04, IPCVC12]. **Metaphors** [SH96]. **Metaprogramming** [dBdd04]. **Metaysia** [CN08a]. **Method** [AT13, APJK09, BT08, BCG\textsuperscript{+}09, Bör02, BJMB15, BS12, Cap05, Che09, CSF99, HB00, HSR10, Hon95, Jun01, Kie05b, Kwo97, LM03a, LHK\textsuperscript{+}13, LKT0, LdSM08, MPF04, NNT16, OF13, Ois08, PZLAS\textsuperscript{+}13, PB07, P08, PL5F08, RGP10, Rdk01, SZZM10, SBCD15, TH99, Tddd03, THJ16, VL14, Wan95, WH08, WZZ\textsuperscript{+}09, XWGS09, dFVPHB15]. **Methodological** [FFdRSS11, FBSEG15, FG03, LA03a, MLHCGB16]. **Methodologies** [AG06, DJJN09, GR14, GPS04, NDM12, RC10, RGP15, SR00, UFF12]. **Methodology** [BZA08, FP05, GPC\textsuperscript{+}13, Hel07, KU10, LULGFC13, MROH08, MS01, PKP08, PPB07, SNA07, ZFPG03]. **Methods** [ABr07, AV07, ACAMB15, AS07, Ban07, BD06, BCC\textsuperscript{+}06, BEH\textsuperscript{+}05, BZA08, Faz06, Hal07, He10, HTH02, HT13, JCB15, KLT13, LVS13, MS00, MHLB12, ML98, Rih98, Rus07, dPSZPR16, STV07, Ste00, Suz06, Ver08, VO10]. **Metric** [BB10a, Dru06, Fal10, Hal10, Il09, Le09, SnL16, SD12, Sim07, WSL07]. **Metric-Entropy** [Sim07]. **Metrics** [CI12, EGDG09, MHH98, MR14, SF012, TR08]. **Metropolitan** [HZZ\textsuperscript{+}12]. **Mexico** [HAS\textsuperscript{+}07]. **MFFP** [LHC\textsuperscript{+}13]. **MFFP-tree** [LHC\textsuperscript{+}13]. **mHaskell** [RTL05]. **Microblog** [TCW12]. **Microblogging** [MS11]. **Microprocessor** [BRR99, OCRPdlMG07]. **Microprocessor-based** [BRR99]. **Microstructure** [C008]. **Microworlds** [Tom95]. **Middle** [PHJ\textsuperscript{+}08, WPL98]. **Middleware** [CMMP16, FG10, LSG\textsuperscript{+}14, MDO\textsuperscript{+}09, MSSV14, PRCAEELN10]. **Middleware-Oriented** [MSSV14]. **Migration** [CE06, KL09a]. **Mihajlo** [JV11]. **MINCE** [AMS04]. **Mind** [WP15]. **Minimal** [CL97, KHN99, RR06a, Wat02]. **Minimalist** [GJBA96]. **Minimisation** [BC16]. **Minimising** [EACGFK13].
Minimization [Köh09, LWY11].

Minimizing [HF01].

Mining [ARFT05, AK09, AP05, BGM*R+16, BQRW02, Bor07, CdSCSSA16, CCS00, FTARR05a, GZK05, HGMT08, Jun05b, KDB07, LLS05, LHC+13, RKJ16, RP08, SP16, SL10, SZS12, Suz06, TB16, VGCPAH16, VC13, VTHM16, WKXL05, Yan05, ZTX+07].

ministerial [PS97].

Minor [CDF97, Din97].

MIRACLE [MSC03, SCLM03].

Mirror [Bai12].

Mirroring [PRB+11].

Misbehaviour [MGCGCG12].

Mismatch [GG08].

Mismatching [CSC08].

Missile [MCC13].

Misuse [VdR09].

Mitigate [BNCGD+11].

Mixed [GLS00, GRHMM+15, MA13, PdlCBKN14].

Mixed-Critical [GRHMM+15].

MLab [AAAK15].

Mnemonics [SHH10].

mobiDIÁK [ABFJ06].

Mobile [AMA+14, AHEAS+15, AMR+14, AAAK15,AY12, BZ09, BBIC13, Bic15, Bra15, CGLdMAC14, CPLPW15, Cai10, CS10, CDG14, CGPAP13, DA13, DKL14, EMZB14, FPLS03, Fra98, GP10, HCBB15, HOPN11, HHIX09, Jun10b, KSK+16, KK13b, Kim10, KH12, KW10, LKK08, LEC11, LZ9, LS10, LULGFC13, LGP10, LZZK14, MM15, NOP08, OOH06, OAR+14, OO08, OEK16, Pa15, PP99, Pobi1b, QGT+14, RTL05, RKH15, RFMLP10, SB2Z11, Sat10, SG02, SZWP14, SM02b, TBL15, UHÖD15, VBVNhdDSL12, VVM+06, VV12, XNKG15, YJJ14, Yon11, ZMAS10, ZABB07, vBK08, JTL+13, RTL06].

Mobile-Enabled [BBIC13].

Mobile-Web [Kim10].

Mobility [GGDBP+08, Gin02, HZZ+12, HA13, RTL06].

Moby/RT [OD03].

Modal [BGABA10, Crot09, FDC+13].

Model [AAM14, ASH11, APD08, Arr07, BS12a, BAPG03, BB04, BCM12, BdGFMT14, BCD13, BE98, BQV14, CCCP08, CNQ04, CXB12, CBN+06, CPRTO5, CS07, CBNDR10, CM11, CSA10, CKdLO8, CL07, CCP11, DT12, DSCT10, DMS05, ESM08, EMGB+12, FPT10, FBSEGP15, FL14, GHO8, GLCV08, GMB11, GXC+15, GGMM+13, HK15, HC08, HAFS15, HBF10, Hor04, HZZ+12, HIGM13, HLC08, Ish00, J112, JL09, JK0b, KASS03, KY10, KCKL10, Kirt09, KBN14, Kom02, KJL09, LT09, LPS10, LAS12, LZ16, Ma10, MYCA11, MBA12, MN14, MR07, MMEd12, MGM+08, MSSY95, MG14, MS10, MT02, Meh02, MP10, MR08, MR14, MMS11, MGBP07, ND08, NBGS06, NWDX09, OBO09, PEPP08, PRCARLN10, PRCCS13, PO11, PS04, RSVR01, SMGMT09, SMK+04, SMSd05, Ski00, SV08, SW13, SDL14, SMV08, SJ13, SS15].

Model [Sto99, SK04, TGLP10, TKS05, TCP+12, TLR09, Tra13, VAPM12, VJTJ07, WTA01, Win97b, ZTX+07, dLH08, dMTS+14, vBK08].

Model-Based [GGMM+13, MR08].

Model-Checking [SV08, TLR09].

Model-Driven [CKdLO8, GLCV08, KCKL10, LPS10, PRCCS13, SMGMT09, SMV08, SJ13, VAPM12, APD08, MP10, TGLP10].

Modeling [Ada06, AY00, Ara03, BS06, BH01, BJ97, CRMLN+07, CJO+13, ČSŽ09, DRS06, FWT11, HR06, JKKW16, KNLS00, KT10, KKK+14, KsdV09, LNLM03, Mai05, ME03, NSMBACBG12, PF11, RY09, SK13, SHK10, Sch99, SBCJ03, SZS12, SCK12, SK04, TWW07, TNM09, Tra08, WKS+11, WSF08, dAO13, dOJ+07].

Modelling [BEH+05, BS08, BFN0, CS+15, CRLNAR05, DKL10, DH10b, FGSS14, Fod06, GGGPDp11, HLK09b, KS10, MSTW12, MMS08, MOMGRFM07, MMS11, NVB12, PA12, PKP08, PD99, PO04, Tha10, TTB09, VCB08, VO02, WFOCA98, vBK09].

Models [ARN04, AGHH08, Bf05, BGABA10, BARR09, BST09, BCNR07, CdSCSSA16, DTG10, DZ08, Die96, Dit02, EMZB14, EGG+01, ELS04, Flo04, FMT+15, GOM+13,
Multipath [SKH12]. Multiple
[Alm06, GWG96, HFIBJ13, HLK09a,
LWS11, ML02, PJN13, SCK+09, Wol99a,
Wol99b, Wol00, XMZbL10, dG15].
Multiplication [AHRH08, MJS13].
Multiplier [MJS13]. Multiply
[BAPG03].
Multiprocessors [Bai12]. Multirate
[KU00]. Multiresolution
[KS05]. Multisecret
[DLR97]. Multisecret-Sharing
[DLR97]. Multithreaded
[For97, GN00, KU00, SU01]. Multithreading
[BD00, MN00]. Multitrail
[CRB15]. Multiuser
[CAJ06]. Multivariate
[ML98]. Municipal
[LTY+16, SC14]. Muscle
[BS11]. Museum
[LN08]. MUSIC
[LZGC09]. Mutual
[CE06]. MVUEs [STFM12]. MV
[loreo]. my
[GMP+13]. MyLearningMentor
[AHEAS+15].

Nabuco [Lin11b]. Naive
[FDR+15, Alm06]. Name
[Kim12]. Name-card
[Kim12]. Named
[JMK+15, THJ16]. Names
[BQBW03]. NASDAQ
[DBBS08]. Nash
[KK10, Pau10]. National
[MRK+98]. Natural
[CM07, MGMS12, RAC10, RGHH97, Wol00,
dELR09]. Naturals
[Pet12]. Navigable
[THS11]. Navigation
[AMR+14, CJH12, RTB13, SdB13]. Near
[SHH10]. Nearly
[Bos08a]. Necessary
[Roj96]. Need
[BARR09, Bir08, Pre97]. Needs
[SdB09]. Negated
[BH00]. Negative
[MVMRULS12, Pre97, Pre12]. Negotiating
[Shu97]. Negotiation
[BGP07, BEH08, IO04, MK12, OPP09,
RMMLBLGS09]. Negotiations
[LS07]. Neighborhood
[ACAMM15, GMS03,
HKTV06, LA07, MGMS12]. Net
[DT09, Jun01, She96]. Nets
[AY00, CC07, DT09, FFK04, IDS02, RPR11,
SBCD15, TEK08, TLR09, Zou06, CTM10].
Network
[AKM95, ACP06, BBIC13, Bic15, BMV12,
CAD+06, CPHC11, JWT+F15, CHH16,
CL08, DKL10, DH10b, DMM07, EMZB14,
Fal10, FsdRSS11, FP05, FMS12, FLF+14,
GSMFPP10, HKvP08, HCH+09, Jun10b,
KK13b, KTJ05, KF10a, Kou09, LAGP11,
LKK08, LZZK14, MWM10, MdcRMP14, MH02,
MC07, MMB08, ND08, NVB12, NPC+09, OP15,
Ozl13, Pal10, PTO+12, PA12, PdCdTR06,
QZ07, Sa08, SESMT10, SHZ+10, SGB+12,
SP16, SrRvdV+13, SSDs+11, SSS12, Tat07,
TR10, Tcw12, TB16, TJ15, VAS05, WF12,
WXZL15, YLW+14, CMZ07].

Networks-on-Chip
[PTO+12]. Neumann
[Roj96]. Neural
[BS01, BW09, CM11,
FGS98, Log04, Log06, MDP15, PA12,
Pau07, TWW07, WZC07, XHP+09].
Neutral
[MVMRULS12]. New-Product
[ACR11]. News
[ASAAASJ16, AAGU97]. Newspapers
[BARR09]. Newton
[Lan98, SZJM10]. Next
[CDCH09, LZZK14, LMA+14, LAHZ+15,
MJGS12, MS94, PD10, Sch96]. NFAs
[vZG11]. NIKVision
[MBC13]. Nimbus
[THW00]. NMAC
[RR08]. NMAC/
HMAC
[RR08]. no
[BCG+99]. NoC
[BARB12, JNdMM12]. Node
[HJZ07]. Nodes
[BBC02, CBG04, PdCdTR06].
[Lan10, SCS13, She96, LKT10, Viv96].

**One-way** [Lan10].

[BM13, GRGPL08, HAS+07, HMIHRG15, JFZ09, JMKT12, JK12b, KASNO8, LCC+12, LLM02, LMMRV+15, LLS05, LM15, MX05, MR11, OP15, PJH12, PCLT15, RR11, RGPK15, SGLM16, SL10, Ste08, WKTL01].

**Online** [BM13, GRGPL08, HAS+07, HMIHRG15, JFZ09, JMKT12, JK12b, KASNO8, LCC+12, LLM02, LMMRV+15, LLS05, LM15, MX05, MR11, OP15, PJH12, PCLT15, RR11, RGPK15, SGLM16, SL10, Ste08, WKTL01].

only [LLS05].

**Ontological** [Arr07, HBF10, HBFV13, MBA12, MGPB07].

**Ontologies** [AT13, DDSS05, FM+11, FSMP07, FL14, GGPTdP11, KPV+11, PCLCC11, QQ11, RCGBS13, Ros05, SSBS08, VSM10].

**Ontology** [Arr07, BS03, CXB12, CYL11, CHH16, CDD+03, CGP07b, DDS04, DHC11, DJJN09, GHBA12, JV11, KDKB07, KJ10, LSR10, LSX12, LGGGC14, MMS08, MGNDAM12, MUSA03, NDAM09, OCW13, RBLR02, SST07, Sha11, Sto03, Tar12, VAH07, XJC13, XWG09, ZWH10].

**Ontology-Based** [BS03, CCD+03, MUSA03, RBLR02, CXB12, DDS04, DHC11, JV11, KDKB07, NDAM09, OCW13, Sha11, Sto03, Tar12, VAH07].

**Ontoolcole** [VGBLGS+08].

**OntoShare** [DDS04].

**OntoUML** [BGBA10].

**OO** [GHM04].

**OO-ASIPs** [GHM04].

**Opening** [GPCAC11].

**OpenMP** [LMLR14].

**Openness** [DD13].

**OpenRISC** [MJS13].

**OpenSim** [PMAM14].

**OpenCourseWare** [TPC+12].

**Open-Ended** [HAI13].

**Open-Vocabulary** [EIH08].

**Operator** [JW13, Spi05].

**Operators** [BD05, SS09b, dH04].

**Opinion** [BGMR+16, KKTT16, KSR16, SL10, VGCY16].

**Opinions** [BMVRULS12, Tez13].

**Opportunities** [Hop98, RBLR02, RSFMJ12, SL96].

**Optical** [PRT+08].

**Optima** [KK10].

**Optimal** [AHT09, BGDW96, BEH08, Bos08a, Cer97, CT04, HH+02, MAT08, NdMM06b, RRR10, TKF06].

**Optimally** [Lep95].

**Optimisation** [EMZB14, TCS+03].

**Optimised** [Bai12].

**Optimistic** [DLY08].

**Optimization** [BMM+09, BS12b, CT97, DJJN09, EGK+12, JN-MM12, KZ03, LKP11, LA07, LWY11, ML98, Mes02, NAK08, NdMM08, Ni03, OFCB08, SESMT10, SH+10, WHCL09, XZSS09, ZC09, ZZH+12].

**Optimizations** [DR10, SKSP09, dSC06].

**Optimized** [CBBT07, KKH12, KR03].

**Optimizing** [MTB+08, ZPG03, dSC06].

**Optimum** [CT97, Tom97].

**OR-joins** [BST09].

**Oracles** [Gaß09].

**Oral** [MV15].

**Orbits** [Gal98, Ois98].

**Orchestrating** [HLNA+12].

**Orchestration** [QL12].

**Order** [CDF97, Din97, FSELC13, Gan04, HPB12, HHH98, RB07, Ste00, ZZ00, DOM10].

**Ordering** [AMS04].

**ORE** [OCB+10].

**Organic** [HNY04].

**Organisational** [FP05, FG03, Liy02, Sha97, dKR03].

**Organizations** [Vie03].

**Organization** [Has01, HA10, IBN+11, WKS+99].

**Organizational** [CE11, CBG04, TKD+09, dTR03].

**Organizations** [CSFFM12, Lin04a, MMB08].

**Oriented** [DA03].

**Orienting** [CM09, LD06, PKSR09, VDBNR98].

**Order** [ADF03, BDPSNG97, BEG+05, BCG+14, CBR+05, CM03, CLC09, CBBT07, DF00, FG5W14, FR04, FHJ+99, FLF+14, GPFL12,
GMC08b, GHM04, Has02, KFK05, LWL10, LRS+11, MDO+09, MCM07, MSSFV14, NuR05, NR08a, NOP08, PTNMC08, PRCCS13, PF11, QZYLI1, RRB03, SEK13, SIIj09, SFVFMN04, TM02a, TM02b, Tom95, URG+13, VLE12, VDSF98, WK05, XZSS09, XCJ13, YLZW10, ZFS98, dCVM12, dFCC07, Ada08, AGMT10, BRS00a, Fro02, KOW01, MSA13, MHA03, SAB99, ZGC+08.


PEDA [WHCL09]. Pedagogical
[CM07, CD13, RP98, WBS12]. Pedagogy
[DA13, VLE12]. Peer
[EACGFK13, PZJ09, QF12]. Peer-to-Peer
[PZJ09, QF12]. Peers [SBR11]. Antiport
[CG04]. AOP [VM13]. Arabic [SSSS06].
AVC [LLYC12]. Background [BZA08].
CafeOBJ [OF13]. CDMA [CAJ06].
Desynchronisation [BCM12]. Germany
[Bec03]. Hardware [Nd05]. HMAC [RR08].
Inhibitors [IS04]. Interpretive [JMP06].
Power [FMT+15]. Programmable
[FPSCFG07]. RT [OD03]. Software
[SNAF07]. Transition-Net [Jun01]. XML
[PRAT09]. Pentagonal [Mar02b]. People
[FPS+12, GRGN13, SdOB09, TM02a].
People-Oriented [TM02a]. Perceived
[uRLFH+13]. Perceiving [CBNDR10].
Perception [RF12, VCB08]. Perceptions
[Len00, Ozd13]. Perceptive [GHHE+08].
Perceptron [RMCGCF08]. Perfect
[BR07, BS03, JR96, She05]. Performance
[BS06, CGLdMAC14, DR10, DL99, EHEH05,
FPSFCFG07, FSdRSS11, GN00, HVM00,
HMHR15, JSL10, KAG00, KZ08, Man97,
MBC12, NSMBACBG12, PJO15, PRAT09,
PJ15, PBTW07, RSW04, SAKAM11,
SA08, SZWdP14, TEC+07, YJY14, Zim01].
Performance-Energy [YJY14]. Perhaps
[Vel05]. Periodic [Ga89]. Peripheral
[WP03]. Perlman [HNS07]. Permanent
[LdL07]. Permission [JL16, SWY09].
Permission-based [JL16].
Permission-Role [SWY09].
Permutability [Neg05]. Persian [SSSS06].
Persian/Arabic [SSSS06]. Persistency
[AT97]. Person
[GOM+13, MGT14, PGT09, ZBKK12].
Personal
[BZM+10, CKPK13, CGPAP13,GPCAC11,
HT01, HH03, Kro13, LV95, M0S+13,
NPC+09, RLSM13, RJBJ10, SLD+16].
Personalisation [PB04]. Personalised
[GDW10]. Personality [AWGS04].
Personality-Aware [AWGS04].
Personalization [NPC+09, SMFM05].
Personalized [APJK09, BBV+10, CHH16,
ESG10, FGB+14, HCBB15, HBL11, HIGM13,
YLZW10]. Personnel [Bec03]. Perspective
[BEH08, BRS00a, Bdl10, CPFSdAS12,
DL15, Dros04, FP10, GH010, Hui08,
JBBH13, J112, NL10, SL96, SIIJ09, Ver08].
Perspectives
[HN004, JL16, MCM012, MC07, OO08].
Persuasive [GFT09]. Perturbation
[BB08, FSSPLG+13]. Pervasive
[ABM+06, BZM+10, BDKB09, HCK11,
KDGH09, LKLW00, MYV06, QZYL11,
Rob06, XHP+09]. Peter [AFK01]. Petri
[CC07, DT09, IDS02, RPR11, SBCD15,
TEK08, TLR09, Zou06]. PETS [BH+13].
PEWS [BCFM05, MP06]. Phase [VJT07].
Phasetransition [NPB06].
Phasetransition-like [NPB06]. Phone
[vBK08]. Photographed [PCL+09].
Photorealistic [MMP15]. PhyMEL
[PDICB14]. PhyMEL-WS
[PDICB14]. Physical
[AY12, DLL16, HLNA+12, HA13, KHLAP12].
Physically [AAJR05, PDICB14].
Physics [CC96, Spa08]. Pi
[BBP95, CR00b, PS04]. Pi-Calculus
[BBP95, PS04, CR00b]. Pick [HFB1J3].
PICTAC [CBNDR10]. Picture [Kr99].
Pictures [IGS08]. Piecemeal [GJP+12a].
Pilot [Bec03, BRAS+12, SFP12]. PINE
[Saf08]. Pipeline [CGVRGPS07].
Pipeline-scheduling [CGVRGPS07].
Pipelining [KKH12, RC07]. Pirate
[VSGP05]. Pitfalls [PF15]. Pizzarotti
[CBG04]. PKDS [HLCL11]. PKI [OO08].
PLA [JRR16]. Place [Coo06, Jun01, Tab07].
Place/Transition [Jun01]. Place/
Transition-Net [Jun01]. Placement
[Tab07]. Placing [BJ97]. Plagiarism
[MKZ06]. Plagiarisms [PMP02]. Plane
[MM99, Mar00b, Mar02b, MS03, Mar06a].
Planner [LL97]. Planning
Prime [Mue04, MPRS95]. Primes [MJS13].
Primitive [HI99, Mue04]. Primitivity [HHY02].
Principles [DS10, Rat05, RP98, vD05]. Print
[BG98, Nør10]. Printed [BMMM14, RdKO11]. PRISM [FP06].
Privacy [BZM +10, BKH +13, KDGH09, Lzialw13, LCPD15, MKI +12, PSS +13, RHMI5, SG96, TFC06, YWD08, Yon11, YMA15, vSO11].
Privacy-Preserving [YWD08, LCPD15].
Prize [GGS08].
Probabilistic [Bai05, Bos08b, CFSC04, GSMBFPK10, Wol09b, ZS04]. Probability [AK09, BMMM14, RdKO11]. Probability-Based [AK09].
Problem [ACP06, BY97, DBAB12, ECHS10, Fel01, HI99, Ist07, LA07, Mac96, RWZ09, RR06a, Sch06, SA03, Str97, TFG06, YWD08, YMA15, vSO11].
Problem-Based [WPL98].
Problem-solving [DBAB12].
Problems [Tom03].
Process [A¨ım98, ARS +08, BB08b, BMa11, BEH +05, BST09, BHC05, BQV14, CHPHV10, Car00, CJH12, DRA +04, Dru13, dFER06, FG10, dARCSB11, GH010, HSSM +04, HCPdASY14, HP15, IKM03, KFK05, LALS08, LRR04, LWG14, LLZ16, dLMVMG13, MAA03, MM12, NSMBACBG12, PFS07, PJN13, RBB06, RVC12, Ste05, TKD +09, VK03, WL13, WKSD +11, WK05, WlHN14, ZGC +08].
Process-Oriented [KFK05, MAA03].
Processes [CSFFM12, Cam98, DMCM14, GMK05, JV05, LCHD12, Liy02, MJ13, MMB08, RS05, SH10, SL96, SD97, SMV08, SL05, TWW07, TKSL05, VL14, WKS +99].
ProcessGene [WL13]. Processing [AMUFI09, CN08a, CN08b, FKB +15, HKTVO6, HKL +06, JCB15, KKB12, Kir09, Kri99, KL09b, Lin09, Lin11b, NPB06, Ngu05, NCH16, PS12, WZC07]. Processor [dAFL07, Kah01, SAA08]. Processors [DMM07, KU00, KKH12, MJS13, SU01].
Procrastination [dPPGRGSSPP15].
Product [ABB14, ACR11, ALHM +14, BB08b, BC11, CkIL08, FKO14, FWT11, FG10, JMKT12, JGM10, JGM +13, LM10, LWS11, NKS +09, RP08, RHGH07, SEK13, dMTS +14].
Production [ARS +08, BCS15, HL96, Mea97, SJ13, Wol00, ZTN +15].
Productivity [ASH11, Emer11, GS12, GL11b]. Products [BG98, Géc02]. Professional [FML13, RS03, Sch96]. Professor [AFK01, CS00, KP01]. Profile [HR06, Tar12]. Profiles [CDD +04, DD13, GAMP10, K05, NPC +09, SBMD10, TSE +15]. Profiling [CS14, MV15, SO097]. PROFIsafe [MM03].
Profusion [GWG96]. Program [FF07, Gle03, K01, LMMPFI14, RB06].
Programmable [ON97]. Programmes [DSAFW07, Sto02]. Programming [AG06, BdvG06, BM07, BMG +05, CLC09, Esp06, FPLS03, For07, GHHA10, GMC08b, IF03, KP97b, Kwo97, Lin04b, LF06, LKZK10, ML05, NO98, Pel14, QL12, RBB06, RVW07, SH06, SL09, SS07, St05, SR08, SGS13, Tom95, Tur04, Ver08, Wei08, WHD04, ZTX +07, dSC06a, dL03, dFCC07, VMdcJ08].
Programs [AO04, AdMGPV06, CP06, CBCT07, CP01, GPS03, JMP06, LF16, MP08, PSS07, PMP02, RS05, SS08, SS00, SBC103].
Progress [KK06]. Progressing [SVV10]. Progressive [BT08]. Project [ATOFF98, An07, Bec03, CG96b, CB12, DRA +04, DHC11, GPCZ +13, GS12, LHZS12, MCC13,
SvRvdV+13, SvRS14, BRAS+12, DKD+13, FSELC13, FPS+12, GLD+12, HKL+06.

Project-based [SvRvdV+13, SvRS14].

GS12, JBH+10, Kil08, KJKS14, uRLFH+13, MM15, MGPB07, NM07, PB05, PF11, RRR10, SGB+13, TFG06, dCH11.

Quality-Investment [RRR10].
Quality-of-Experience [uRLFH+13].
Quanta [SKSN07]. Quantified [Rat00].
Quantitative [Gio98, LdSM08]. Quantum [AndMM08, KK06, NZM09, Svo95, Svo96].
Quantum-Inspired [AndMM08, NZM09].
Quanta [SKSN07]. Quantified [Rat00].
Quantitative [Gio98, LdSM08]. Quantum [AndMM08, KK06, NZM09, Svo95, Svo96].
Quantum-Inspired [AndMM08, NZM09].
Quasi [Géc02, Sch10, CSY02a].
Quasi-Distances [CSY02a].
Quasi-Products [Géc02].
Quasi-zero-dimensional [Sch10]. Queries [BDM15, Kie05b, MHA+15, Saf08, STVT07, SCT09]. Query [CCM09, HHH98, JR02, Jun08, KF10a, KF10b, KL09b, Ma10, MMdMGM06, PRAT09, VF11].
Query-Driven [KF10a, KF10b]. Querying [NNT16].
Query-Driven [KF10a, KF10b]. Querying [NNT16].
Question [Gaß09, HPE14, SL+16].
Question-Answering [SL+16].
Quorium [ES05]. Quotient [Fen95b, Pal05].
Quotient-digit [Fen95b]. QVT [MYCA11, STBFM09].

R [LMA+14, LCZ+12]. R-evolutions [LMA+14]. r.c [IJ09]. Radix [LS95, Fen95b]. RADS [NAK08]. RAHIM [LGAP11]. Railroad [Ste00]. RAM [SMK+04]. RAMs [BG97]. Random [Cal95, Dru13, HW97, Her05, Ist07, OS98, VJTJ07]. Randomized [Hem06, RR06b].
Randomness [Blö06, BM09, RA06, Ste96]. range [DMM95]. RankFeed [Kie05b].
Ranking [Fen97, GLSD11, TKT07, WC08, APJK09, FGB+14]. Rapid [HLP+13, IS10, MOG+10, RSW04]. Rate [HSFE12, HCK11, KM07]. Rates [Len07].
Rational [Cla05]. Rationally [ÉK02].
Rationals [KM95]. RAVEN [Ruf01]. Raw [RMM+08]. RBAC [Ma12, MP09].
RBSAD [Oli12]. RCPSP [JRR16].
RDBMS [HVM00]. RDBMS-WWW [HVM00]. RDF [TL11, TKT07]. Re [APJK09, FGB+14, FBCMR15, TT98, BV07].
RE-AspectLua [BV07]. Re-Examining [TT98]. Re-ranking [APJK09, FGB+14].
Re-Use [FBCMR15]. Reachability [GN10, Tat07]. Reactive [CMM01, CS04, HJZ07, LRI03]. Read [Nor10]. Read-eval-print [Nor10]. Readers [ASAAAJ16].
Reading [CL95, HPB12, SS00]. Real [AdMGPV06, AT07, Bai12, BS11, BNA15, CP01, DRRGdP07, DDJ+11, DHC11, EGK+12, EHEH05, EGDG09, GL11a, Her96, HZZ+12, Kim10, KCKL10, LZW13, MN00, OD03, ODSO11, OL08, PRAT09, VF11].
Real-Time [AdMGPV06, EHEH05, EGDG09, KCKL10, MN00, OD03, ODSO11, OL08, PMLL09, RSVR01, Ruf01, SF00, Ste00, SSB08, Tra13, XZ00, ZHG+06].
Reals [Gaß09]. Realtime [BvZH09].
Rearranging [BB09]. Reasoning [Ad96, AK05, BS03, Cam98, Car95, DHP03, DSO11, Fal10, Gro09, GALR02, GALR03, GB10, LNM03, MLX10, PGT09, Poo03, RH10, SA97, Sch02d, Tak03, VdR09, Wo99b, ML02]. Reasons [vSO11]. Rebeca [SMsDB05].
Recognition [AG0+13, BT08, EIH08, FOAB08, GPCZ+13, JM15, KH12, MR11, OCW13, RR11, THJ16, VJ09].
Recommendation
Recommendations [BGPO8a, GCC16, Jun05c, Kie05b, LS07, PK11, PN13, SBGI14, SKH+10, TCW12, VPB15, WZZ+09, SRS11].

Recommendations [BKL12, CJIH16, MKS09, SLD+16].

Recommender [AM11, CAGMGC13, CP15, CS14, ES10, HIGM13, KTL+11, LGMM+13, PJO15, RGR15, SMP+11, VDLG10].

Recommenders [MJG15].

Recommending [BAP+16, DDJ+11, LN+15]. Reconciling [Dus05, HNJ+10].

Reconfigurable [CFF+13, FPSFCG07, GCVRSPGP07, Oli12, SK13, VRGPSP07].

Reconfigurable/Programmable [FPSFCG07]. Reconfiguration [PBTW07].

Reconstruction [Shn97]. Recordings [Fen97]. Recoverable [NZCG05].

Recovering [PK98]. Recovery [FR04, GSW97]. Rectangular [MS03]. Rectilinear [ECHS10].

Recurrence [SW13]. Recurrent [CW09, TWW07]. Recursion [VFC03, TMY10]. Recursive [CP02, GS97].

Recursively [Ars97]. Recycling [MH02].

Redials [GGDBP+08]. Redistribution [HF01]. Reduced [CS05b]. Reductions [CN97]. Reducing [MM15].

Reduction [CRB15, Jun01, DMMM95]. Reductions [Hem09]. Redundant [FPT10, FA06].

Redwood [WH04]. Reentrancy [Tan08].

Refactorings [GMB11, MGRF14, VM13]. Reference [CPRT05, dAFL07, HMB09, Lin03, LdL07, Win97a].

References [MS11]. Referential [Kap95]. Refinement [Aic01, MM07, RGP10, Sch08a].

Reframes [CMM10, FGBS14, Mar06b, Sch01a]. Refining [Men97]. Reflections [FP12, GPFL12].

Reflective [CJP+07, dIVG+06]. Regard [Tez13].

Region [LKT10, SM00]. Region-based [Smy00]. Regions [Tak03].

Registers [CGFSHG09, PSS07]. Registration [CWT+15]. Regression [ACAM15].

Regular [H199, Ito02, KPS96, MS03, ST05, Sou99]. Regularity [Leu07]. Regulative [BMM+09].

Reification [CRL04]. Reinforcement [LBG07, MM1F+08, MS05].

Reinvention [Car00]. Related [BCNGD+11, CSZ07, DGIS12, KK10, Kri99, dPPRRSSGP15, Sal10, Vai00, BCM12].

Related-key [DGI12]. Relating [dFBN9+14]. Relation [ESG10, Kat05, Šwi07, Wsz98a, Zou06].

Relation-based [ESG10]. Relational [BB04, FPT10, HPC10, MYCA11, SZ12, VV15, Wsz98b].

Relations [AY00, Ara03, FPT10, GLS00, LN02, MYCA11, RAC10, ST05, VV15].

Relationship [uRLFH+13, Sch08b, SZZ95]. Relationships [AH04, BCM08, GS12, LLN09].

Relative [PRT+08, PJO15]. Relativizations [GA09].

Relativized [GA09]. Relativizing [GW03].

Relaxing [Bor05]. Relayed [LW09].

Release [CPSAJPGC12, Tak06].

Reliability [KHGN99, KMM14, UT16].

Reliable [Die10, LO98]. RelView [BH01].

Remarks [Fer96, IDS02]. Remote [HMW08, HSFE12, HA13, OAR+14].

PdPr+04, Tddd03, WLKW11]. Removal [NdCFB08]. Remove [LdSM08, MRG14].

Removing [PBB07, dSLMW08].

Rendering [MMP15]. Renewable [KCI10]. Reo [Bai05]. Repeated [ASS13, BDM15].


Repository [GSdSB16, HKKvP08, MSC03]. Reposting [LLZ16]. Represent [Dit02].

Representation [CS05a, DGL03, GL00, HFOB08, Heg10]...
Representational [Sut01].
Representations [AT10a, ACAMM15, BQBW03, FL14, Hei07].
Represented [Bol06, Bos08b, Wei08].
Representing [ASH11, GHNT97, LN02, Pau09].
Reputation [CMSE09, LDO+12].
Request [Jun05b].
Requests [CAS+13].
Requirement [AGMT10, CIM14].
Requirements [BdS13, BRS00b, BG00b, BKL12, CPCLSAGC11, CCMP08, DSM13, FG03, GWW05, HB00, Hei07, HVCA12, HSD+14, IO04, PEPP08, SF00, TWH00, dOBGH+14].
Rescue [CDBZ09].
Research [ACM16, BM13, BFMSP05, CR12, Cos08, FZ00, FP12, GMHRGr+13, GPA08, GCPL12, GPVILN13, HWN02, IBN+11, KGK12, LRR04, Lei10, LJLCR13, LZZK14, LMA+14, MNF+13, RB08, STFM12, SZWD14, SSS12, TRR06, TPC+12, VRGPSP05, WP15, SL96].
Residue [Mue04].
Resilience [Gre08].
Resilient [LWY09, KSY97].
Resolution [EIH08, PBB08].
Resolving [WXZL15, ZSG14].
Resource [CXB12, CS10, GKK05, LS0V6, MNL13, MKS09, PKP08, VUT+08, WZZ+09, XCJ13].
Resource-aware [GKZ05].
Resource-Oriented [XCJ13].
Resources [BAw16, DKD+13, FPLS03, GKK+02, GMDMC12, HBT12, PCLT15, RGR+15].
Responds [FDC+13].
Response [DHA+10a, HPE14, KM07, LV513].
responsible [vB96].
Responsive [FWS+11].
RESTifying [VGGSBLAP12].
Restoration [CM11].
Restricted [GN10, HK15, KPS96].
Restricting [KB06].
Restructuring [GSS99].
Results [BCG98, DGLS12, ECHS10, FGB+14, FWS+11, NH03, Pau09, Pre97, Pre12, RTB13, RR08, SDÖ+12, Spi05].
Retinal [BCG+09].
Retrials [GGDPB+08].
Retrieval [ACB02, AdGCD+15, BCG98, BDM15, BCC+11, BvZ09, dSBGdAdLM08, CP15, CR04, CYL11, DMS05, FL10, HM01, HKTV06, JM15, JR02, KDKB07, KSR16, KFB+11, LKB+02, MUSA03, Mue95, Ric02, SMK+04, SH11, SKL08, WC08].
Reusable [CP01, MC07].
Reuse [BFF99, BMA11, BV07, BD313, FK014, GHM04, GB03, POB11a, RdL08, SBCJ03, W009, dAO13, HLHD+07].
Reuse-based [BMA11].
Reversibility [KPD06, SJ99].
Review [AY12, CD13, EACGFK13, GZ15, HSR10, HML12, PVW16, RRMF12, RVW07, VAGPGS+15].
Reviews [AA16a, BG98, dPSZPVL+16, SL10].
Revisited [CG96a, Loo06, WMH09].
Revisiting [Ver10].
Revitalization [RP08].
Revocation [XMLC13].
Rewriting [CB04, CP06, LF16, MPK04].
Rewriting-Based [LF16].
RFD [RDR10].
RFID [BHS+06, dSGZ10, VTGA13].
RIAs [LPSF10].
Rich [GSPK08].
Richly [HMS01].
Richness [BM03b].
Riddance [Odi94].
Riders [Azz10].
Ridge [LD06].
Riemann [FF08].
Riesz [JW13, LW08].
Right [SG96].
Rights [TSDP07].
Rigorous [Gal98, Pav95].
Ring [Ga10].
Rings [FP06].
Ripple [JML10].
Ripple-Down [JML10].
Risk [Ma12, MYC14, MMM+12a, ND08, SF12, SKSP09, TT13, dTR90].
Risk-Aware [SKSP09].
Risk-Driven [MYC14, SFP12].
Risks [B12a].
RITA [CEK15].
Road [Sa08, VJ09, XHP+09].
Roaming [YWD08].
Robert [Kuh03].
Robot [AMR+14].
Robots [SM02b].
Robust [CDR+09, DRGdP07, LGAP11, PTO+12, PPG95, VJ09].
Robustness [CS05b, TNM09].
ROC [OJSB08].
ROC-space [OJSB08].
Rodeh [FP06].
Role [BC15, DGIN13, JM15, J05, Kom02, K10, MR14, MP09, PB04, RKH15, Sto03, SWY09, RLMS13].
ROLE-enabled [RLMS13].
Roles [JGW11, RMF+98].
Room [Müh96].
Root [XMZbL10].
Roots
[AV07, Akr09, Gon06, Mue04, Şte05].

Rosetta [KAM03]. Rosser
[Ban97b, Lin04c]. Rotating [SHK10].

Rotation [PQ99]. Rotation-Symmetric
[PQ09]. Rough [Ngu09]. Round
[ACL95, CJZ13, Jéz95, LKHL09].

Round-off [ACL95, Jéz95]. Rounding
[BB98]. Route [HHHI+02]. Routes
[Ara03, JNdMM12]. Routing
[ARQH14, CS10, FLF+14, HYC+05,
HHHI+02, HCH+09, HJZ07, JPo07, LEC11,
LWY09, MW10, MdCRM14, NM07,
PTO+12, de 00, dG15]. RSA
[Gon06, NZCG05]. RSA-based [NZCG05].

RSAb [MPPS95]. RTCP [EHHE05].

Rudeanu [CS00]. Rule [AK09, ABCP02,
BGP07, CChICN08, Drn13, Esp06,
FTARR05b, NNT16, Pob11b, ZTX+07].

Rule-Based [BGP07, Esp06]. Ruler
[NR08b]. Rules [Bos08a, CG04, CJ98,
FTARR05a, JME10, KPS96, LHC+13,
MVP02, MDY10, Neg05, NNT16, NXSA12,
OB+10, PI04, VTHM16, ZTN+15]. Run
[CSC08, ZTN+15]. Run-time
[CSC08, ZTN+15]. Runnable [ELFR15].

Running [EHH+01, MI05]. Runtime
[GRHMM+15, PBTW07, Sue10]. RUX
[PLSF08]. RUX-Method [PLSF08].

S [DS08]. S-languages [DS08]. SaaS [JJ12].

Safe [GRHMM+15, PTNMC08, MMdMG06].

Safer [FAT+13]. Safety [BDC13]. sales
[Kuh03]. SAT [AMS04, AH04, CNQ04,
FKS+04, LWC+04, MM99, Ve04, VJTJ07].

SAT-based [AH04, CNQ04]. Satisfaction
[Ist07, PRW95, SS07]. Satisfiability
[JK13, RR06b]. Satisfying [Ist07]. SBLP
[BdVG06, BM07, VMDJ08]. Scaffold
[MHLB12]. Scalability [Mac96, VC13].

Scalable [EHH05, HLS15, Kap95, KS05].

Scalar [AHRH08]. Scale
[CVM11, GXC+15, NH06, OEK16, Ski00,
UHOD15, UT16, WF12, HBT12]. Scanned
[PTL+09]. Scattering [HW10]. SCBS
[VB03]. Scenario [BCCH11, ÇS09,
DTG10, KTL+11, SKKH14, SGS13, Tru10].

Scenario-based [SKKH14]. Scenarios
[BS08, ES03, GH08, Hl07, HBFV13,
JJBB13, NOP08, PRCR10, RLL+10,
SVFR15, TBL15, Yan05]. Scene
[HFOB08, SKH10]. Schauder [Bo09].

Scheduled [KAG00]. Scheduling
[BARB12, CT04, HCK11, LJ00, LWG14,
SAA08, SM02b, CGVGP07]. Schema
[BBP08, FC03, STW09, TFDM10, TKT07,
Was98a, Was98b]. Schemas [VO10].

Schematron [KB14]. Scheme
[EHHE05, FH06, FLF+14, LYLX15, LCP15,
LWY09, NLLJ12, QF12, SLJC08, VAS05,
WZC07, ZQQ15, ZSG14, LZW13, dR05].

Schemes [ACA+16, BM99, CT08b, DLR97,
Man97, OK98, Sh11]. Schoenenage
[DDG97]. Scholarly [LAM12, OD94].

School
[CM09, GMP+13, Mac01, OT16, Pel14,
Ret08a, Sin06, Tez13, TLS12, WPL98].

Schools [FZAP13, LM03b, RF12].

Schoolteachers [AHSS01]. Science
[BBCDK97, CJ07, Dom01, GTG10, JK10a,
KP01, RB08, RA06, TLS12, Vai00, VV06,
vdV08, CMS94]. Sciences [BVG08].

Scientific [AM11, Car95, HTHW12,
LZZK14, SdDS+11, SdS12, WMJ+07, von98].

Scoping [Kwo07]. Score [dFVPHB15].

Scores [OF13]. SCR [HB00]. Scripted
[PRCR10]. Scripting
[HMW08, MI05]. Scripts [MI05, SE09]. SD
[ND09]. SD-Core [ND09]. SDL
[EGG+01, GK97]. SDL-2000 [EGG+01].

SDLMA [ÇS09]. SeAAS [HM09].

SEAL [HMS01]. SEAL-II [HMS01].

Seamless [GGGB+08, Luk08, Oz93].

Search
[APM04, APNA12, AMS04, BBGV07,
BGG08, BCC+06, FGB+14, FKS+04,
FMT+15, GW96, JI108, JNdMM12,
KJZ08, KB06, LdPK+14, LWH09, Mue04,
QC12, QF12, RTB13, SAB99, VGBLS⁺08, VGGSBALP12, Wol99a, Wol99b, Wol00.

Search-oriented [SAB99]. Searchable [XNKG15]. Searching [Kie05b, KJJ08, Wiz08, ZD09]. Seasonal [Faz06]. SeCa [BS12a]. Second [AKMS94, AUN04, CDF97, PPJ04, RA06, Sch02a, SE09, Ste00]. Second-Order [Ste00]. Secondary [BAP⁺16, CM09, OT16, TLS12]. Secrecy [Bl¨o06, JR96]. Secret [BM99, OK98]. Secure [AP09, ACA⁺16, BdGFMT14, CAD⁺06, HK15, HLC08, KTJ05, MMM⁺12a, MKI⁺12, Nd05, NSNK05, PO11, Pos01, RFMLP10, RMMLBLS09, SKS09, STBFM09, VL14, WLL09]. Secured [VAS05]. Securing [CS09, SBTH04]. Security [ATSJ05, AA16b, ACM16, BS12a, Bel08, CSFFM12, CPR05, CDP13, CI12, CSW⁺08, CWT⁺15, DSM13, FMR09, HMB09, HCL11, IAS16, JL16, KGDH09, Lao04, LKHL09, LGZC09, LZW013, MMM⁺12a, MR12, MKI⁺12, NML09, Par09, PHJ⁺08, QC12, RvS12, RMFM12, RSFMJ12, SMGMT09, SPP09, SFP12, Shi11, UFF12, VdR09, XHP⁺09, YWD08, Yon11, YW13, YMA15]. Security-enhanced [QC12]. See [AMYH14]. Seeking [GIRBdSG11, PCLT15]. Segmentation [BM11, FL10, KC08, KD11, LALS08, WH08]. Segmentation-based [FL10]. Segments [FTARR05a]. SELaKT [MP04]. Selectable [BCG98]. Selected [BdVG06, BM07, CMZ07]. Selecting [GP10, HNJ⁺10]. Selection [ASTL07, AZMA15, BJMB15, BGMGM08, CHPV10, CCM08, FTARR05b, GBP⁺08, GCC16, KCK10, LKP11, LWL10, MK12, dPSZPVLR⁺16, SW13, TJS⁺13, YKA16]. Selective [CS07, Has02, HNP98, INK09]. Selective-ID [CS07]. Selectivity [HJR07]. Self [AMR⁺14, BD05, CMZ07, CFF⁺13, CC07, FAT⁺13, HCBB15, MCG14, OCRPdMG07, Oz013, PB14, Pau13, RF12, SBS15, ZDE14]. Self-Adaptation [MCG14]. Self-Adjoint [BD05]. Self-Assembling [CMZ07]. Self-Assessment [HCBB15]. Self-Aware [FAT⁺13]. Self-directed [Ozd13]. Self-Efficacy [RF12, SBS15]. Self-Evolving [CC07]. Self-learning [AMR⁺14]. Self-management [ZDE14]. Self-Reconfigurable [CCF⁺13]. Self-Service [Pau13]. Self-stabilizing [PB14]. Self-Timed [OCRPMG07]. Semantic [ATGP09, ASHT⁺16, BBGV07, BNGCD⁺11, CJO⁺13, CTM10, CDD⁺03, CDD⁺04, CDD⁺07, DSM13, FMB⁺11, FBCMR15, GMHGRG⁺13, GLSD11, GsdSB16, HGMR08, JNJ15, Jun05a, Jun05b, JN08, Jun08, KKB12, KJKS14, LST14, LBK⁺02, MMM⁺12a, Ngu05, OHY16, OBO09, RGRR15, SR10, TCS⁺03, VGBLS⁺08, VGGSBALP12, VBB13, WL13, ZTN⁺15, ZD09, dTU04, DKD⁺13, CLC09, CPMVG13, GL11c, He04, HNJ⁺10, Nail0, OCB⁺10, RR⁺12, SGB⁺13, SMFM05, SA11, VAH07]. Semantic-based [CDD⁺04, CDD⁺07]. Semantically [AdI16, LKM08, RBJ01]. SemanticMiner [MUSA03]. Semantics [Are02, ADMDb09, Ban97a, Ban97b, BAPG03, BRF⁺09, BCM08, Bur08, CM03, CBO4, DG07, GLD⁺12, GK97, KF10a, KF10b, KAM03, LI05, MCM07, TBS08, Tra00, TGM07, XCI13, YMP08, dELR09]. Semantized [KJJ08]. Semi [AP05, GHHE⁺08, LSR10, LHK⁺13, MUF03, THJ16]. Semi-Automatic [AP05, GHHE⁺08]. Semi-Structured [LSR10, MUF03]. Semi-Supervised [LHK⁺13, THJ16]. Semiautomatic [Hri02]. Seminar [BJ05a]. Seminars [SH06]. Semiringal [GLS00]. Semirings [EK02, Vai00]. Semistructured [LDSG09]. Sense [ML13]. Sensemaking [ZABB07]. Sensitive
[CLVM09, CS09, LKP11, Mho02, Kuh03].

**Sensitivity** [PA12]. **Sensor**

[LGAP11, LLYC12, Log06, MWM10, MdCRMP14, MAT08, PJDH09, PdCdlTR06, QZ07, SHZ+10]. **Sensors** [SHK10].

**Sentiment** [AA16a, ASAAASJ16, CBRH12, RPCA15, dPSZPVR+16]. **Separation**

[BZ08, CRMN+07, GaJ10, PI04, Wei10].

**Sequence** [Aco02, BD06, GR01, HKTVO6, Hon01, Lav96, LWH99, SSGS10].

**Sequences** [BH01, Cer97, HW97, Her05, dCPUH+07, RC07, Sta02]. **Sequencing**

[GSPK08, GSMBFPK10]. **Sequential**

[Ish07, NH06, Ste95, YTM05]. **Sergiu**

[CS00]. **Serial** [Gun96, NK95]. **Series**

[BP98, BB09, DS03, Dru06, Fau06, GW05W, HK95, Hon96, Hon02, NWDX09, Hon97, Hon99]. **Serious** [Pell14, SHHK14]. **Server**

[GRS06, SAKAM11, GJP+12]. **Serverless**

[AHT09]. **Servers** [BS06]. **Service**

[AA16a, ASTL07, AdI16, AHJS01, AFL08, AdO01, AF04, BCFP05, BMGR+16, BP09, BKH+13, BCG+14, Buf01, CAD+06, CBR+05, Che99, DT12, DKL10, EMZB14, FGSW14, GPFL12, J12, Jun10b, JK10a, KK13b, Kim12, KW10, LM03a, LWS11, LWL10, MYC14, MDO+09, MKA11, NL10, NOP08, NM07, NPC+09, PCS+13, Pau13, QZYL11, Rad14, RvS12, Riz15, RVC12, SLD+16, SEK13, SIIJ09, SW09, SrRdvV+13, SM02b, VAPM12, WK05, XCJ15, YLZW10, ZGC+08, ZSG14, ZDE14, dCV12, dG15, LLM02]. **Service-Dominant** [NL10].

**Service-Oriented** [BCHT14, CBR+05, FGSW14, NOP08, SEK13, SIIJ09, YLZW10, dCV12, ZGC+08]. **Serviceability**

[Kim12].

**Services**

[BCA+10, BH+10, BHS+09, Buf01, CM11, CMMP16, C12, CS09, COBP+14, EDA14, EMGB+12, FJH+99, GGO8, GPFL12, GFBR08, GSdSB16, GO14, GJP+12a, HMS19, HMP10, JBB13, Jun10c, JK12b, KKTZ09, KTKP09, MSTM12, MSA07, MCG14, MP06, PTL11, PD10, PS09, PGDD15, PPP+11, QL12, Ram01, RLMS13, RRM+12, SR10, SBGI14, Sat10, SC14, TR10, TSDP07, VBVNHdSL12, Vle14, ZFS98, dLH08].

**Sessions** [CGD+12, DDJ+11, MP09]. **Set**

[CGP07b, CKY9, FA06, GCC16, KK10, NNT16, PMP02, Rat05, SST07, Sta02, VTHM16, WH08, WXZ15]. **Sets**

[AJBTBE06, Ars97, Bu95, CDF97, DHO98, Gro00, HNP98, Her97, Hon95, Hj00, KS05, KKL010, dCPUH+07, Pet12, Pop07, Rdk11, RA06, Vito05, Wei08]. **Setting** [DLY08].

**Settings** [Reto08a, RCGBS13], **Seventy**

[JMSY10]. **Several**

[ACL95, Ga009, KJKS14, Sk008]. **Services**

[BCNR07]. **SEWASIE** [BBG07].

**ShanghaiAI** [LHZS12]. **Shannon** [Fen97].

**Shape** [KM06]. **Shapes** [MGAV10].

**Shaping** [FGS98]. **Sharable** [RGGH97].

**Share** [CT08a, MPG13]. **Shared**

[Gio98, GGB+08, MPG13].

**Shared-Workspace** [GGB+08]. **Sharing**

[BM99, CS03, DDS04, DLR97, HFBITJ13, Kom02, LYLX15, MHA+15, MKS09, MPL11, MS11, NW04, OK98, QF12, RAWW05, SMBD10, SE09, SM04, WP03, XNKG15, ZWH10]. **Shark** [SG02]. **SHARP**

[GRG08]. **Sheet** [MM98]. **Shift**

[AT10, CFSHG09, Lipo00]. **Shifting**

[MJS13]. **Shifts** [Spa08]. **Shooters**

[GOM+13]. **Shop** [NZM09], **shoppers**

[HGIPCPPM11]. **Shopping** [FKK+10].

**Short** [NWDX09]. **Short-term** [NWDX09].

**Shortcut** [MP08]. **Shortcuts** [BH14].

**Shortest** [Str97]. **Should** [dSJP14].

**Showing** [BdGFM14]. **Shrink** [Ev99].

**Shuffle**

[Ito02, NSNK05, NXSA12, PRS95, VTRN12]. **sic** [Mes02]. **Siemens** [Ram01]. **SIFT**

[SH11]. **Sign** [Mar00a, VJ09]. **Signal**

[LWC+04, WZC07]. **Signaling** [HLNA+12].

**Signals** [AH04, UV05]. **Signature**

[NSMBACBG12, NZCG05, OJSB08].

**Signatures** [DR10, PO11, WMSH09].
Signcryption [FZT13]. Signed [Tat07].
Signing [RMMLBLGS09]. Silence [Tin16].
Silhouette [CVK97]. Silhouette-like [CVK97]. Sim [QFB+14, Pel14]. SimCon [MOG+10]. Similar [RKJ16, SA10].
Similarity [LNH+15, NSF+10, VV15, WSL07, XWGS09]. Similarity-based [LNH+15]. SIMOLA [CPLPW15]. Simple [BR05, EMGB+12, MSSY95, Wat02, dL03].
Simplification [Hon02]. Simplify [DH10a]. Simply [Her02]. Simpson [CJ98]. Simulated [FSSPLG+13, SW13, SA03]. Simulating [HPB12, LZM04, PY00].
Simulation [And97, DH10b, DZBB+12, DCR+07, For97, GRS08, HW10, MOG+10, NHH06, PKP08, PRW95, Sch01a, SV08, TKD+09].
Simulations [BB98, CDBZ09, GDW10, Lep98]. Simulator [CGVRGPSP07, MMiF+08, NC04, PdlCBKN14]. Simultaneous [SU01].
Simultaneously [CDR+09]. Single [FA06, Mar02b, TG10]. Singularity [Rex98]. Site [CLVM09]. Sites [BU13, BRAS+12, LN08]. Situated [ARN04, CPLPW15]. Situation [JK10b].
Skew [BMM14, KD11, PF15]. Skill [Bec03, CDD+07, HH03, HCWA03, SA03]. Skills [CDD+03, GDW10, LA03b, PD04, RBLR02, SdBC13, SKHK14]. Skipjack [CJJ13]. Skipjack-like [CJJ13]. SKYWare [ELFA15]. Slack [HCK11]. slender [Hon97]. Slicing [CW00, RB06, RB07].
Sliding [KTJ05, KL09b]. Small [GXC+15, Len00, MX05, SPRP09, TTB13]. Smart [BCA+10, BBIC13, CMM16, GHHE+08, GHHA10, Jun10c, MOG+10, NOGG+13, OCW13, PGDD15, SW09, TLS12, XHP+09]. Smartphone [AGO+13].
Smartphone-Based [AGO+13]. Smartphone [AGO+13]
RRM+12, Sch96, SS09b]. Solutions [Aur01, CG09, FML13, Fel01, HLHD+07, JV05, LM03b, Mac96, NO98, Neh98, Pop98, Rih98, VUT+08]. Solve [EC00, GBP+08].

Solved [FOSS99]. Solver [LWC+04].

Solutions [Aur01, CG09, FML13, Fel01, HLHD+07, JV05, LM03b, Mac96, NO98, Neh98, Pop98, Rih98, VUT+08]. Solve [EC00, GBP+08].

Solved [FOSS99]. Solver [LWC+04].

Solutions [Aur01, CG09, FML13, Fel01, HLHD+07, JV05, LM03b, Mac96, NO98, Neh98, Pop98, Rih98, VUT+08]. Solve [EC00, GBP+08].

Solved [FOSS99]. Solver [LWC+04].

Solutions [Aur01, CG09, FML13, Fel01, HLHD+07, JV05, LM03b, Mac96, NO98, Neh98, Pop98, Rih98, VUT+08]. Solve [EC00, GBP+08].

Solved [FOSS99]. Solver [LWC+04].

Solutions [Aur01, CG09, FML13, Fel01, HLHD+07, JV05, LM03b, Mac96, NO98, Neh98, Pop98, Rih98, VUT+08]. Solve [EC00, GBP+08].

Solved [FOSS99]. Solver [LWC+04].

Solutions [Aur01, CG09, FML13, Fel01, HLHD+07, JV05, LM03b, Mac96, NO98, Neh98, Pop98, Rih98, VUT+08]. Solve [EC00, GBP+08].

Solved [FOSS99]. Solver [LWC+04].
DDS10, DDG97, GRS08, GK97, GCG08, GS97, Hav05, HSR10, Kir09, MCC13, OL08, PdlCBKN14, SA97, Sch09a, STW09, Sch01c, SV08, SN01, Toc02, WTA01, Win97b, Yen04, ZSK09, Toc04]. State-based [Bar03]. State-of-the-Art [HSR10, Toc04]. Statecharts [MM03, Tra00]. States [BDL06, STW09]. Static [AMS04, FA06, Puc10, SLN16, SSGS10]. Statistical [AdGCD15, Che09, Spa08]. Statistics [Les95]. Steganographic [CS05b, FMS12]. Steganography [CS05b, FMS12]. Steiner [DT07, GGS08]. STEM [IBN11]. Step [Pre04, SZZ10]. Stepping [Pre04, SZZ10]. Stepping-Stones [Pre04]. Stereoscopic [BDG09, SKA08]. Stone [CS05a]. Stones [Pre04]. Stopwatch [TLR09]. Storage [DDG97, K¨oh09, LCDP15, XNKG15]. Stores [GJP12b]. Story [dARGSB11]. STP [HNS07]. Strategies [ABB14, APNA12, BCS15, CW12, Has02, IS10, JI90, KBF01, LG09, PZ03, RR11, SKA08, SMM10]. Strategy [BCHM12, CM98, HA03, ICM03, JI16, JMK12, MK12, OBO09]. Strategy-Based [OBO09]. Stream [BCG99, DGI15, TFMDM10, Tra13]. Streaming [GWW05, PZJ09]. Streams [ARG05, FTARR05b, GKZ05, GM05, JFZ09, Jun05b, KL09b, LLS05, THJ16, Yan05]. Strengths [KM13]. Stricken [LM01]. String [Ca95]. Strong [BM03a, CN97, RTL06, ZZ96]. Structural [AH04, BS03, DGL03, GNP05, HWN02, KBN14, KZ08, LKZ01, PK08, S109, TF09, XCH13]. Structure [BCM08, CET00, C13J, HMM00, IPCVC12, Kat05, LYLX15, MUF03, SST07, TKF06, VSDMC08, Zou06]. Structure-Based [VSDMC08]. Structured [GC14, HMA905, HISS01, Kwo97, LSR10, MUF03, PSF98, PSS07, SH09, SK97, TSH11, WO02]. Structures [BGBA10, Boz99, BM96, Fro02, GA09, Her09, HCCA03, I3L10, KFP05, Kud99, L02, VAI00]. Structuring [CL08, MC00, MHA03]. Student [CGLrMA14, ELS04, EACF013, HR06, Kar13, KRO13, OT16, PJ15, PEI14, RKH15, STFM12, SC13, SBS15, SS07, Tez13, UHD15]. Students [FP12, KM13, RAS15, WPL98]. Studies [DRA94, GA98, SKH14, VRG05]. Study [AC05, AS14, AR01, BS12a, BB08b, BB10b, BC11, BU13, Bic15, BCM08, BRS00b, BG00a, Bor07, BE09, CGLdMAC14, CM09, CPHC11, C12, CPSG012, CE11, CMSE09, CGB04, DLL16, DAK13, DJJN09, DGBM08, DBAB12, GIRDG011, GJP12a, HA10, HB00, JV11, KPO03, LA03a, LAL12, LULGFC13, MRK198, MM03, MCR009, Mat04, MT99, MV15, MS11, OEK16, PFS07, PMB10, Par09, Pau13, QZB00, RH10, RF12, RAS15, SDL16, SF12, SA97, SC14, SF00, Str97, SUT01, TWH00, WL13, BG00b]. Studying [WLKW11]. Stru [Neh98]. Style [MC00, MM98]. Styles [BMM13, LT13, SA09]. Sub [ZC09]. Subalgebras [BB10a]. Subcellular [AGK10]. Subdivision [CM98]. Subgraph [AC07, SAA08]. Subgroup [AP05]. Submission [FZ00]. Subrecursive [Sk08]. Subroutines [MKP98]. Subsets [Sch10]. Substitution [NMM06b, ZZ96]. Substrings [Han10]. Substructural [Ish00]. Success [HSFE12, HLC09b, Pet09, RGP15, SK08, Til01]. Successful [GJA95, Hef04]. Succinct [AT10a]. Suitability [BCCH11]. Supervised [LKH09]. Suite [MNF13, WL13]. Summability [BB10b]. Summaries [PCA15]. Summarization [AZMA15, SL10]. Sums [XMZbL10]. Sun [dSC06b]. Superdistribution [Sch09b]. Superorganisms [Rad01]. Supervised [LHK13, THJ16]. Supervisory [TMN09].
BG04, BH00, CP15, CBN+06, CAS+13, CMM01, CN08a, CN08b, CJP+07, CG04, ČSZ09, CR00a, CS04, CS14, CM07, CPG07b, CFSC04, CCS10, DT12, DM04, DGBM08, Dus05, Dvo09, DSRR03, ES05, EGK+12, EGDG09, ELS04, FMR09, Fer96, FGSW14, FF08, FR04, Fl04, Fod06, FF04, dAFL07, FP95, GPCAC11, GVXT+10, GLCV08, Går99, GN05, GV00, GMC+08a, GSP04, Gra97, HMS99, He07, HOPN11, HGMT08, Hon95, Hop98, HT06, IS04, JR02, JNS09, JKNb, KWH03, Kap95, KNLS00, KKK+14, KP95, Koo06, KZ08, KHC10, LT13, LS07, LM94a, LGMM+13, LZM04, LJLC13, LRS+11, Loo06, Ma12, MVP00, MVPP02, MBC12, MHA+15, MZ12, MR12, MPE+16, MKT+12. **Systems** [MPK04, NS06, NO98, NdDM08, NdDM12, NS05, NH09, NXSA12, SFR99, ODK03, ONRV08, ODSO11, OO08, Osz13, PJO15, P104, PKP08, PB05, PY00, Pau07, PS09, P1R04, PML20, PP99, P1H12, P1N13, PR06, Pop07, QF12, RSW04, RSMF03, SI00, SR00, Sch02a, SSM11, SS09b, SZZM10, Sob05, Ste00, Ste03, SBCD15, SRR04, Świ07, Tab07, TFDM10, TE06, TEK08, UFF12, VMA14, VMFO14, VDLG10, VV12, WKXL05, WKSD+11, WC08, YL+07, ZDE14, dcVM12, dKR03, vKL04, CVS95].

t [KSY97, Gtin96]. **T-Codes** [Gtin96]. **t-Resilient** [KSY97]. **Table** [Mue04, NdCFB08, Suz06]. **Table-Form** [NdCFB08]. **Tableau** [Pau99, SAB99]. **Tableaux** [Sto99]. **Tabled** [CVPS95]. **Tables** [B108]. **Tablet** [LRB16, OT16, UT16]. **Tabu** [JLL08]. **Tabular** [For07]. **Tactics** [PdP+04]. **Tag** [LdPK+14, dSGZ10, MS09, QF12, THS11]. **Tagger** [TAC+07]. **Tagging** [CBND10, GPCZ+13, PJH12]. **Tags** [KJZJ08]. **Tailoring** [Kah01]. **Tallinn** [LKT10]. **TAM** [LSSA13]. **Tamil** [MR11]. **Tangible** [MBC13]. **Target** [GP10]. **Targeting** [GOM+13]. **Task** [AGGH08, CDDR+04, CDR+07, SSM11, VBP+11, VC08, VDSF98, WSF08]. **Tasks** [AGG+08, DGBM08, HA13, MRO05, SA10, SM02b, TR10]. **Taxi** [HZZ+12]. **Taxicab** [CCD03]. **Taxonomies** [ARS+08]. **Taxonomy** [BC16, GMC+08a, PCC14, QQ11]. **tccp** [AdMGPV06]. **Teach** [CL95]. **Teacher** [Kro13, RF12]. **Teachers** [Die96, FML13, IBN+11, LAAPGM15, Sin06, WKTL01]. **Teaching** [Bjo01, De96, GMP+13, HKS96, KMR06, Kør13, LM01, Len00, ML95, Mau96, PSF08, QFB+14, Rad96, Tom95, TBL15, VDBNR98, VDW15, FSEL13]. **Teal** [HCH+09]. **Teal-Time** [HCH+09]. **Team** [FP95, Has02, JRRV+15, SvRS14, SM02b]. **Team-Oriented** [Has02]. **Teams** [GCG96b, GS12, LC14, LST14]. **Technical** [MRK+98]. **Technique** [CA14, SBCJ03, SKP08]. **Techniques** [AK05, BFF99, Bjo01, CPR05, CkD10, DH10b, HPC10, HGMT08, Kel08, LSR10, MC00, RP08, TNHG+13]. **Technological** [FBSEG15, FP05, QFB+14, TE06]. **Technologies** [BSP+13, Car98a, CPW13, GR14, GHS06, He04, HLS15, LdP11, LAHZ+15, NS05, Par09, PCS+13, RC10, Rob06, SMFM05, Uzn13, VGCAH16, YSP09]. **Technology** [AMA+14, AB09, BR97, Bra15, BFMSP05, BHS+06, CR12, CPHC11, DA13, Die96, Dru04, FLMN07, GPCL12, GPV13N13, G06, HKS96, Hol96, JGW11, KHL12, LUR16, LZZK14, MHA+15, PEPP08, TM02b, TBL15, UP04, VLE12, WKS+99, dSC05]. **Technology-Enhanced** [VLE12]. **Technology-Oriented** [TM02b]. **Tele** [JFL+13, MY06, VRGSP05, ZHG+06]. **Tele-assistance** [ZHG+06]. **Tele-Education** [VRGSP05]. **Tele-Home** [MY06]. **Tele-mobile** [JFL+13]. **Telecommunication** [BCA+10, Bu01].
Telecommunications [Gün02].
Telediagnosis [SSAB+13]. Telematic [ZFS98]. Telemedical [HLP+13].
Telemedicine [SZWdP14]. Telemetry [Log04, Log06]. Telephony [uRLFH+13].
Television [IS10]. Tell [dARGSB11]. Template [GC14]. Template-generated [GC14].
Templates [PF11]. Temporal [BR03, DOM10, DS03, Dru06, Dru12, Dru13, DHP03, DS08, EGDG09, GMS03, GALR02, GALR03, GB10, HMA+05, KR03b, LLCN09, MBA12, MMEdP12, PR06, RKJ16, STVT07, dH04, DSCT10]. Temporal-Fuzzy [MBA12].
Tendencys [FMR09, GNP05]. Term [Ber06, BM05, GK13, KD01, NWDX09, RLL+10]. Terminal [DM10]. Termination [TT00]. Terminology [SBPR15]. Terms [Tuř13]. Territorial [MPPR95]. Terrorism [CDCH09]. Test [Aic01, Cheo9, GR01, Gir05, IRMK12, KM13, KW10, LCHD12, LdPK+14, NuR05, Tab07].
Test-Design [Aic01]. Test-Driven [LdPK+14]. TESTAF [NuR05]. Testing [ABB14, AO04, Bo06, GR01, Gir05, GGP08b, Kon03, LRB10, MPPS95, NuR05, Nor10, OCB+10, SCT09, Vel04]. Text [AZMA15, Bjo01, BHQW02, BM11, CKPK13, CDR+09, Fen95a, Fen97, HPB12, HGMT08, KD11, KDKB07, LALS08, QF12, SHH10, SUKG13, SOO97, THJ16, VV15, VC13, VTHM16]. Texts [GBHA12, KBF+11]. Textual [BCCH11]. Texture [FL10]. Textured [AT10a]. th [RK97, ZZ00]. Their [Win97a, ASH11, Au01, BCM08, BH00, BVG08, FP06, FSM07, GNP05, LTY+16, MMP15, MYT09, QQ11, TD06]. Themestic [LALS08, RAC10]. Theorem [Ber05, BB10b, GL00, Gro00, IK97, KO99, Sch09c, Vel05, Sch05c]. Theorems [BB08b, BG97, CS05a, DS10, Lin04c, Wan95]. Theoretic [FPT10]. Theoretical [BCNR07, CS02, HYC+05, RH10, SDJ99, BR07]. Theoretically [AP09]. Theories [KS10]. Theory [Abr07, Aim98, Cal96b, DS08, FMT+15, GSW04, GL11c, Hem06, JGW11, KKTT16, MJ13, Mar96, NR12, Nag06, Rat05, SH06, Tha10, VTHM16, ZS04, Svo96]. Theory-based [FMT+15]. Thesauri [Rie02]. Thesaurus [LdPK+14].
Thesaurus-Based [LdPK+14]. Things [BCG+14, DMCM14, LAHZ+15, NLLJ12, QC12, ZNX+12]. Think [LM94b]. thinking [SM04]. though [BZ09]. Thought [Bjo01].
Thousand [CG09]. Thread [CW00, LJ00]. Threads [Lep98]. Threat [ABAL09].
Three [BGK02, DRA+04, Hon01, Shi11]. Three-Tier [BGK02]. Throttle [MT99].
Tier [BGK02]. Tietze [Sch09c]. Tile [ACR11, Mar02b]. Tiling [Mar02b, Mar04].
Tilings [MS03, Mar06a]. Time [AdMGPV06, And97, BS11, BG97, CVM11, CS10, CPC00, CP02, DF05, DOM10, DDJ+11, DS03, Dru06, EGK+12, EHEH05, EGDG09, Faz06, FDR+15, Fon00, GWW05, HJRW97, HCH+09, HCK11, KCKL10, Köh09, LEC11, Loo06, MN00, ME03, NWDX09, NR08b, OD03, OFCB08, ODS01, OL08, PMLL09, PD99, RSVR01, RR06b, Ru01, SZZM10, SF00, Ste00, Tak06, dSC06b, dG15, AT07, Bai12, CSC08, CPS07, DRRGdP07, DHC11, GL11a, Kim10, LZLW13, TY09, ZTN+15, ZHG+06].
Time-based [Kim10]. Time-Dependent [OFCB08]. Time-Release [Tak06].
Time-Series [Dru06]. Time-space [CP02]. Time-varying [Loo06]. Timed [MK99, OCRPdMG07, OL08, PS09, SV08]. Timed-event [PS09]. Timelines [ATGP09]. TIPTOE [GLD+12]. Tissue [MPK04].
Tolerance [LMRG14]. Tolerant [Gär99, Log06]. Tomescu [CSZ07].
Tomorrow [LMO01]. Too [Din97]. Tool [AGA12, CKdL08, CPR06, DSM13, DBB13, DS08, FG03, GAVCNC14, GGPTdP11, GLSD11, GRCGK14, GPSV03, HVCA12, Hor04, Kar13, KHG10, LMRG14, MOG+10].
Typed [FPLS03, Xi03].

Types
[MHLB12, Moo08, RMM+08, VO10, Win97a].

Typicality [FL14]. Typicality-Based [FL14]. Typology [NL10]. TYPUS [MR14].

U [YKD+08]. U-campus [YKD+08]. U.S. [SC14].

Ubiquitous [BBdOJ14, BHC05, BAR06, CJH12, CDCH09, GHHA10, JK10b, KKK16, Kim10, LSG+14, LGP10, PMR008, Par09, TFG06, TGLP10, WKXL05, YLZW10].

UCA [SCS13]. UCL [Lei08]. UCL-GLORP [Lei08].

UCS [Man03a, Ultra CLCC10, EIH08]. Ultra-Sonography [CLCC10]. UML [Ada06, Are02, CM00, GAMP10, JGM10, KCKL10, LM10, MM06, MM03, MCC13, RH10, RFMLP10, SSGS10, Tra00, YMP08, Yeu04].

UML-Based [Ada06, JGM10]. Unambiguity [Hon95]. Unavoidable [ELFAR15]. Unbounded [Cal96a]. Uncertainties [AM96]. Uncertainty [DPH03, MLX10, MNDRF10, Rat00, WFOC98, XLMR10, YX10]. Uncolorability [RR06a]. Unconstrained [BSB09, Mes02].

Uncovering [LCC+12]. Undecidability [MGMS12]. Undecidable [Hi99].

Underestimate [Sch02c]. Undergraduate [HMM00]. Underlying [JJ12]. Understand [KTT16].

Understanding [ES05, JK12b, KW10, Liy02, MR14, PJH12, SL09, TCW12, VMFO14]. Underutilised [BKH+13]. Uneven [K11]. Unfolding [JMP06].


Union [Tom03]. Uniquely [MVM00]. Uniqueness [Sch05c]. Unit [MYT09, Nor10, PKSR09]. Unitarily [Ior07, Ior08]. UNITE [SBS15]. Units [CRLNAR05, CRMLN+07, NOP08].

Universal [AR01, CMS94, Les09, Roj96].

Universe [Cha05]. Universities [Len00, PD04]. University [DO01, FP12, LRR04, MRK+98, UHÔD15, HAS+07].

Unknown [AMR+14, CT08a, CW09].

Unportable [Rho10]. Unstructured [HMSS01, QF12]. Unsupervised [GC14, Suz06].

Unstructured [HMSS01, QF12]. Unsupervised [GC14, Suz06].

Usage [Jun05b, KD02, KK13b, MRP14, NSF+10, OEK16, vBK08]. Usage-based [NSF+10].

Usage-Centered [KD02]. Use [BU13, BQBW03, Bra15, BNCGD+11, CJP+07, CM00, Die96, FBCM15, HBT12, KASS03, Len00, MH98, MS05, PBTW07, RMF+98, SGB+13, STFM12, SBS15, SD97, Tez13, WPL98].

Used [ATGP09, DAd03, KSdV09]. Usefull [CC96].

User [APJK09, ASS13, BDL+06, BE98, BVV+10, CIM14, CFMP15, CWT+15, CHH16, CS09, DAK13, DA13, EDA14, FGB+14, FDC+13, Flo04, GW05, GHHA10, GLCV08, GGDBP+08, GL11b, HOPN11, HT06, IPCVC12, JKKW16, JL16, JJ12, Jun05a, KWH03, LASL12, LVS13, LMMPFV14, MR08, MROH08, NOGG+13, NPC+09, PRB+11, PMR008, PLBG13, PLG+08, PMAM14, PLSF08, SBMD10, SW04, SG02, SLJC08, Sha11, Sob05, SKH14, SMV08, SKL08, SSV02, TGM07, DLY08, P14, SW09, TJS+13, CEK15].


User-Friendly [LMMPFV14].

User-Generated [SKL08]. User-given [GWW05]. Users [GP10, HKKvP08, HB11, KM07, PT09, TCW12, RvS12]. Uses [SH96].
USF [Par09]. USF-PAS [Par09]. Using
[AMR+14, Ad03, ARS+08, AH04, BS12a, 
BB08a, Bai12, BDPSN97, BGBA10, 
BCG98, BCM12, BHQW02, CH07, CE06, 
CJ98, CM11, CR07, CP9+07a, 
CPCLSAGC11, CS02, DB03, DGK+99, 
Dit02, Dru06, EMZB14, EC00, FGB+14, 
FBCM15, FF04, GAVNC14, Gir05, 
Gle03, GCVRSPGP07, He04, HLNA+12, 
HL03, HSD+14, IO04, JBBH13, JS16, 
KCC10, KC08, KASN08, KKB12, KSR16, 
Kir09, KH09, KDKDN08, KNSN07, 
KMN16, KR11, LALS08, LLLL09, LKP11, 
LS07, LPSF10, LVS13, Log04, LKKZ10, 
MCM07, MB08, MSM07, MRO05, 
MAT08, NAKO09, NZCG05, Oli12, 
Pai15, PRT+08, PA12, PT09, PMR008, 
PSS+13, PCS+13, POJB08, PCKJ11, 
PPG09, Rad14, RAWW05, Ret08a, Rho10, 
Rie02, SESMT10, SGB+13, SLD+16, Sch01a, 
STW09, SH11, STBFM09, Str97, SLPS09, 
Tab07, TNRCG+13, TE08, THS11].
Using [UDC97, VTHM16, ZAB+08, 
APJK09, AT10b, AK09, AGO+13, AP05, 
BAO8, CLVM09, CT16, CDR+09, DB12, 
DDJ+11, FZAP13, FJP06, GRGN13, HK14, 
HGS+08, HAI13, HG11, KH12, LNML03, 
LBK+02, MOG+10, MP10, Mue01, Nu005, 
PLSF08, Puc10, Ste00, SKH+10, TG10, 
TIJ15, VV15, VdR09, VV12]. Usual [Fro02].
Utility [FLF+14, RHM15].
Utility-Oriented [FLF+14]. Utilization
[HB11, HGOMT08, Kin12, Pe09].
Utilization-level [Kim12]. Utilizing
[Rob06]. Utterances [KM07]. UX [DAk13].
V [Ban97b]. Vadis [BP08]. Valid [RGP10].
Validated [ATOFF98]. Validating
[BGBA10, He07, OCB+10, DOBCH+14].
Validation [AUN04, EK99, MP10, MSF99, 
SBPR15, STW09, ZPF03]. Validity
[UT16]. Value [CCD03, SKH12, Vel05].
Valued [AS14, YX10, BNA15, Ior00].
Values [Akr09, KF10a, KF10b, LF16, SS09a, Zgr07].
Valve [DB12]. Valve-point [DB12].
VANET [ARQH14]. VANETs
[MGCG12, MA11]. Variability
[HSD+14, JGM10]. Variable
[AMS04, ASAIN14, Fen15, GHTN97, LA07].
Variable-Length [Fen15, GHTN97].
Variable-Ordering [AMS04]. Variables
[DMCM04, RLL+10]. Variant
[Bod01, EKG+12, FP95, NSNK05]. Variants
[Hon01]. Variations [FP06]. Various
[AV07, CT16, LWW14, tDU04].
Varying [DRG07, Loo06]. Vascular
[BdKB09]. VBSME [Oli12]. VCA [QZ07].
VCC [ALHM+14]. VDL [Jon01]. VDM
[Jon01, Oli01]. VDMTools(R) [Lar01].
VDTNs [PSS+13]. Vector
[CLV09, WC09]. Vectors [Ara03].
Vehicle [XHP+09, dG15]. Vehicular
[HCH+09]. Vehin [BdKB09]. Velocity
[DBB08]. Vendor [CPFSdAS12, PM12].
Verb [JM15]. Verifiable
[NZCG05, NSNK05]. Verification
[AS07, ADmDB09, AUN04, BLS01, BHR03, 
BCD13, BCG+14, CP06, Gär99, Har07, 
KKK+14, KZ03, LD509, LD06, LKZK10, 
MM03, Mat04, Ni03, Ois98, OD03, OJSB08, 
POJB08, RS01a, RS01b, RCV12, Ruo01, 
SK13, SAF07, Sch01a, SBCJ03, SMSdB05, 
SBdM05, TSC01, Vel04, WTA01, dFCC07, 
dMTS+14, W007]. Verified [Lan98].
Verifying
[AdMGPV06, B0r05]. Hei07, Ste00].
Versioned [MMDMG10]. Versions
[Ga810]. versus [BCZ04, CVPS95, PK98].
Vertical [AAM14]. Vertices [AR95]. via
[Bor07, CBH12, GOF05, KS05, KL09b, 
Lep98, Pel14, PJJH12, RTH13, RQ04, SSS12, 
Yon11, ZC09]. Video
[HL96, LVS13, MM15, OHYJ16, PZLS+13, 
RMF+98, SLK11, STVT07, Wac02, ZTN+15].
Videogaming [SdB13]. View
[Ern11, HP15, KB06, Mac01, SCK+09].
Viewes [RTB13]. Viewpoint [Nav09].


Will [LM94b, Pos01]. WiMAX [LCZ+12]. WiMAX-R [LCZ+12]. Window [KTJ05, KL09b]. Windows [dG15, MBC12, SH10, SAKAM11]. Wireless [AAJR05, BCMH12, CMZZ07, GBCA12, HM99, Kon03, LGAP11, LZ90, LLYC12, LSV06, LWY11, MWM10, MdCRMP14, NOGG+13, NVB12, O008, PKP08, PJDH09, PdCITR06, SHZ+10, WXZL15, YLW+14]. within [AA16b, AMBP04, BH01, Dru12, FML13, FCM+12, FP05, HW10, Lin04a, MNF+13, RLMS13, SHZ+10, VK03, ZBKK12]. without [BJ97, Kie05b]. WLAN [CLCC10].

Wonders [Car00]. Wood [J¨ur10, JMSY10, Sal10]. Wookie [GJP+12a]. Word [Car96, HHY02, Kah01, RdKO11]. WordNet [Hri02]. Words [CSY02a, EIH08, Her96, Hi99, Mar02a, PS04, MPR95, Kro01]. Work [ES03, Ern11, GIRDsG11, GL11b, Lep95, LA03a, Mai05, Man97, SD97, TCS+03, WKSD+11, FCM+12]. Work-greedy [Man97]. Work-Optimally [Lep95]. Worker [GL11b]. Workers [ASH11, MIB+08, dG15]. Workflow [Dus05, GLCV08, MP+08, MP06, TKF06, XZS09]. Workforce [VUT+08].

Workgroups [SSdS+11]. Working [KBF+11, SCLM03]. Workload [HVM00]. Workplace [Car00, MX05]. Workshop [AUN04, CMZZ07]. Workspace [GGB+08]. Workspaces [MPG13]. Workstations [EK00]. World [BGBA10, PdICBN14, PMAM14, SBS15, She96, SSB08, VBP+11, XZ00, MM98, TT98]. WorldOfQuestions [IRMK12]. Worlds [CVFN07, GMDMC12, IRMK12, LLSA13, MFP+16, MCMMAP+14]. Wrapped [Ede01]. Wrapping [CAR08]. Writing [Car95, KD11, KWC01, OF13, WBS12, WKTL01]. WS [DMCM14, PdICBN14].

WS-BPEL [DMCM14]. WWW [Cai95, GBHA12, HM00, Hop98, M96, PV95, PSF98, Rad96, Reb96]. WWW-Aided [Reb96]. WWW-Based [Hop98].


YAP [dSC06a]. Year [MC07]. Years [Boe97c, HA10, JMSY10, Lar01]. Yosida [CS05a]. Young [FPS+12].

Z [BRW03, MC00]. Z-Specifications [BRW03]. Z Specifications [Sch10]. Ziv [Fen95a, Log04].

Zoning [FOAB08]. Zoom [RT13]. Zoom-Based [RTB13]. ZRTP [HGS+08, PHJ+08]. ZZ [HL03].
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